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Purpose. Rising numbers of women in medicine, changing roles of men within the 
family, and alterations in the delivery of healthcare continue to shape the interaction between 
medicine and motherhood. The objective of this study was to examine patterns of work and 
family among female physicians over the past 80 years 
Methods. A questionnaire was mailed to all female matriculants to Yale University 
School of Medicine from 1922 to 1999 (n=863). The survey included questions regarding 
personal and professional demographics, career satisfaction, child-rearing, childbearing, and 
role-conflict assessments. 
Results. The average age of female medical school matriculants has increased over 
the last eighty years. Eighty-two percent of women over forty were mothers and 18% were 
not. Half of those with children had their first child prior to the completion of medical 
training. The amount of time taken by women for maternity leave has increased over the last 
eight decades, although the level of satisfaction with length of leave has dropped. On 
average, 1.8 providers, in addition to the mother, cared for the children for ten or more hours 
each week. Female physicians without children were more likely to be in surgical specialties, 
less likely to be in primary care, and more likely to work full-time than their female 
colleagues with children. Two-thirds of women with children believe that being a mother has 
slowed their career progress. 
Conclusion. The conflict between parenting and doctoring arises earlier in medical 
training for graduates in the latter half of this century. The rigidity of medical school and 
residency training is in contrast to the relative flexibility of the practice of medicine, at least 
outside academia. We conclude that more changes are necessary in the training of doctors 
and practice of medicine which place greater emphasis on honoring one’s family 
responsibilities while a physician. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In a survey conducted by the American Medical Women’s Association in 1990, the 
primary concern of its members was the balance between maternity and medicine.1 A 
survey of female physicians in training and practice today would likely yield similar results 
- conversations among women in medicine are less likely to be centered on sexual 
harassment or an absence of female role models than it is on the conflict between family 
and medicine. 
The relationship between mothering and doctoring was of no less concern to the 
medical establishment early in this century, albeit for less benevolent reasons. It was 
argued that women were a “poor investment” of scarce medical resources because they 
were more likely than their male counterparts to abandon the medical profession in favor 
of raising a family.2,3 Working less than full-time was also an anathema to medicine. 
According to Judith Mandelbaum-Schmid, “medicine was seen by many as kind of a 
priesthood - a part-time priesthood seemed unacceptable.”4 Both women and men 
subscribed to this view. In 1894 in the Women’s Medical Journal, Dr. Gertrude Bailie 
wrote “the reason why so many women physicians did not marry was because they know 
‘no woman can serve two masters’.”5 Her argument was that when professional women 
had a family, there was an inevitable conflict between the two roles, and “either her work 
or her family will feel the neglect.” These and many other arguments were utilized by 
mainstream allopathic medicine in the campaign to prevent women from receiving the 
same training as men. 
In the 1880’s, a group of wealthy women conceived of a plan in which they would 
purchase women’s acceptance to medical school. A half-million dollars was raised in 
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cities along the Atlantic coast (including $306,977 contributed by a single donor, Mary 
Elizabeth Garrett, from Baltimore) and given to the financially beleaguered Johns Hopkins 
University with the stipulation that women be admitted to their new medical school on the 
same terms as men.6 This plan followed nearly half a century of unsuccessful applications 
made by women to Harvard Medical School, including the first female applicant in 1847, 
Harriot Hunt. 
Hopefulness abounded for women who wished to pursue a medical degree in the 
early part of the twentieth century. The strategy was to gain acceptance for women into 
the male-only medical institutions. Three of the four medical schools in Boston (Tufts 
Medical School, the College of Physicians and Surgeons, and the homeopathic Boston 
University) had become open to women. In 1916, a well-connected and creative Yale 
economics professor by the name of Henry Farnam wrote a letter to Yale University 
president, Arthur Hadley: ‘"Word has reached me informally that the faculty of the 
Medical School are willing to admit a limited number of women provided they are 
graduates of a college and provided funds can be raised to put in a suitable lavatory” 
(Addendum 1). He offered $1,000 to meet the expense of the women’s bathroom and 
thus ensured entry of women to Yale University School of Medicine. His daughter, 
Louise Farnam, then a PhD candidate in physiological chemistry at Yale, was one of three 
women to begin medical school in New Haven that year. She was awarded on graduation 
the highest academic award in her class.7 
Optimism ran so high during this period that the women-only schools of medicine 
that had been established in the mid to late 19th century were seen to be superfluous. 
Fourteen of the seventeen female medical colleges had closed down or been absorbed by 
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men's medical schools by 1909 (Addendum 2). Yet only half of the nation’s medical 
schools accepted women and unofficial but stringently adhered-to quotas existed. 
Ironically, then, as women’s hopes increased, their quantitative opportunities to receive a 
medical degree were decreasing. Yale’s “limited women” policy translated to between 
one and five women in a class, with the majority of classes having no female matriculants. 
Mary Roth Walsh’s book Doctors Wanted: No Women Need Apply describes the situation 
at Northwestern: 
Northwestern University Medical School admitted women in 1926 as a result of 
Mrs. Montgomery Ward’s casual inquiry, after her gift to Northwestern’s 
endowment fund, as to whether the school admitted women. Unwilling to take 
any chances on Mrs. Ward’s possible feminist sympathies, the university quickly 
decided to admit women and was rewarded handsomely when she doubled her 
original gift. But the school limited the number of women to just four in each 
class. The university justified the number, which remained in effect with few 
exceptions until the 1960s, with the explanation that four was the number 
necessary for a complete dissecting team. 
Acquiring a medical education was only the first in a succession of hurdles faced 
by women. Ninety-two percent of hospitals in 1921 did not accept women interns, 
regardless of the excellence of their medical records. By the 1930’s there were 250 female 
medical graduates nationwide competing for 185 internship positions. At the same time, 
according to Walsh, “the 4,844 male medical graduates could choose from among 6,154 
internship opportunities available to them.”8 
The unspoken limit placed on the number of women who could become physicians 
in the United States remained static for most of the twentieth century. A female Yale 
alumna from the 1930s recalled the following: “Over 50 years ago when I started medical 
school, our class had 3 women and 57 men. Although there was some open denial about 
“quotas” in medical schools at the time, there were rarely more than 5% women and 10% 
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Jews in most classes. I remember two Japanese-Americans in the class just ahead of me 
and one Alfo-American a couple of years after me.” 
A sharp incline of female matriculants is seen in the 1940s when World War II 
diminished the applicant pool, leaving schools scrambling for qualified applicants, 
regardless of gender (Addendum 3). In 1942 and 1943, Harvard Medical School was 
accepting men who were less than seventeen years old and who had completed only one 
year of college in order to fill their rosters. A committee appointed to study the issue in 
1944 voted unanimously to end their all-male tradition and supplant the pool of “mediocre 
men” with “superior women.” 6 Twelve women graduates of four year colleges, ranging in 
ages from twenty-one to twenty-seven, entered in the autumn of 1945.° A graduate of 
Columbia Physicians and Surgeons during this time, Helen Ranney recalls, “When the war 
broke out, all the able-bodied men joined the military. Columbia’s scholarships became 
available for anybody who needed them and was not in the armed forces. It would have 
been a different story if it weren’t for the war.”10 
Changes within hospital training programs were also occurring. In 1942, the New 
York Times reported: “Hospitals are hanging out the welcome signs to women physicians 
these days. Fledgling women doctors, once excluded...are now being snapped up as fast 
as the ink dries on their diplomas.” Hyperbole aside, Mary Roth Walsh writes that the 
number of intern slots available to women had increased 400% between 1941 and 1942: 
“By January 1942 there were 2,392 unfilled intern slots in the civilian hospitals across the 
nation.” 
The demands of war created tremendous professional opportunity for women 
throughout the nation. The return of peace, however, heralded the regression of many of 
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women’s advances within the traditionally male professions.11 The number of female 
matriculants to medical school quickly returned to pre-war levels (Addendum 4) and as 
recently as 1969-1970 Medical School Admission Requirements published by the 
Association of American Medical Colleges had entries from four schools who openly 
expressed a preference for male applicants. 
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 made admission limits on women and 
minorities illegal. Although no medical school acknowledged publicly to have such 
quotas, stagnant admission figures for women, despite increased numbers of applications, 
led many to believe that women were being systematically blocked from medical school. 
In 1970, the Women’s Equity Action League (the legal branch of the National 
Organization for Women) filed a successful class action suit against every medical school 
in the country to compel compliance with the 1964 Civil Rights Act.12 Between 1969 and 
1974, the number of female matriculants more than tripled. Enabling this rapid influx of 
women was a federal report which declared that in order for the health needs of the nation 
to be met, medical schools would have to graduate 50% more students by 1975.13 The 
Health Manpower Act of 1971 provided financial incentives for medical schools to 
increase class size. Of the 2,000 additional spaces in medical schools created in the 1970s, 
almost 1500 went to women.7 The following chart documents the rapid alteration in 
medical school demographics that began thirty years ago (Table 1): 
* 
The four medical schools were Albany Medical College, Yale University School of Medicine, Loyola 
Medical School, and Emory University Medical School 
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Table 1. Female Matriculants to 
American Medical School 1959-1996 
Year of Matriculation Enrollment Number Percent 
1959-60 494 6.0 
1964-65 786 8.9 
1969-70 952 9.2 
1974-75 3260 22.3 
1979-80 4713 27.8 
1984-85 5715 33.6 
1987-88 6098 36.5 
1990-91 6550 38.8 
1995-96 7351 43.2 
Data are from AAMC Section for Student Services and Medical School 
Admissions Requirements 1997-1998. Washington, DC: Association of 
American Medical Colleges, 1997. 
Forty-three percent of medical students today are women.14 In 1998, Yale, 
Harvard, UCSF, and Johns Hopkins medical schools had graduating classes originally 
composed of over 50% women, three for the first time in history (UCSF graduated their 
first majority female class one year earlier). Residencies are currently composed of nearly 
35% female residents, and the AM A predicts that one-third of all physicians will be 
women by the year 2010 (as compared to the current 21. 3%).15 
Radical demographic shifts do not ensure radical alterations in institutional policy. 
Women who entered medicine over the century were not inherently different from their 
peers who did not enter medicine. These future doctors still shouldered the burden of 
childbearing, childrearing, and other domestic responsibilities. It is believed, anecdotally, 
that women who entered medicine in the early half of the century had to choose between a 
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career in medicine and a life as a wife and mother. However, statistics show that female 
physicians were more likely to be married than other college-educated women of their 
generation.16 
In the early writings of Mary Putnam Jacobi, a physician and educator in the late 
19th century, she “outlined what she believed was a workable plan for aspiring women 
physicians. The woman would begin her medical studies after her college degree at the 
age of twenty-two and would be ready to practice at twenty-seven, marrying at that time 
or a year later. Her children would be bom during the first years of marriage, a period 
when her newly established practice made relatively few demands on her time”.17 Many 
components of her formula, clearly, could not have been easily duplicated then nor are 
they easily duplicated now. 
Empirical studies tracing some of the unique challenges women face as both 
physicians and primary caretakers of the family have appeared intermittently over the last 
twenty years in the medical literature. They have established both basic demographic data 
and have provided a more subtle analysis of women doctors at work and at home. 
Some of their findings included the following: Three-quarters of female physicians 
and 93% of male physicians are married.18 Nearly all married female physicians (90%) 
have spouses who are also professionals, including 45% who are married to other 
physicians. In contrast, 55% of married male physicians have wives who do not work 
outside the home and only 10% have wives who are doctors.14 The gender disparity is 
apparent - and important - at this most intimate domiciliary level. A comparison of 
women physicians in dual-physician relationship in contrast to women physicians in other 
dual-career relationships was published in 1992 by Bonnie Tesch and others at the Medical 
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College of Wisconsin.20 Among other things, she found that women doctors who were 
married to other physicians assumed significantly more domestic responsibilities and were 
more likely to interrupt their careers to accommodate their partners careers than were 
women doctors who had non-medical spouses. 
It is also apparent that women who become physicians do not forego childbearing 
in greater numbers than other women. Nearly 85 percent of women in the medical 
profession who have been married are mothers.21 Of the female physicians who have 
children, almost one-half of them had their first child before or during residency training.22 
Two large studies have looked at issues relating to pregnancy during graduate medical 
education. The first was published by Sayres et al in the New England Journal of 
Medicine in 1986.2'' That group studied 56 pregnancies that had occurred during a ten 
year time period within 63 separate Harvard-affiliated residencies. This paper made 
several observations and recommendations: every program should have a maternal leave 
policy in place; women should not feel so pressured that they are unable to take the 
“needed'” time with their infant; and many programs need a better readiness plan to 
manage any number of resident illnesses and crises. 
The second study, by Sinai, Weavil and Camp in 1988, looked at the timing of 
pregnancy during a medical career.24 They also found that nearly half of pregnancies 
occurred before or during residency training although 70 percent of respondents said that 
the best time to become pregnant was after the completion of training. Included in their 
paper was a discussion of the unusually high levels of stress (including increased rates of 
divorce and suicide) during the years of career development and early childrearing for 
women physicians. 
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With regard to graduate medical training, Janet Bickel, Director of Women’s 
Programs for the Association of Academic Medical Colleges and frequent commentator 
on the status of women in medical training, has written two successive review articles. 
The first paper surveyed each member of the AAMC’s Council on Teaching Hospitals in 
1989 and revealed that only 52% of residency programs had a maternity or parental leave 
policy in place.2 5 An update of the survey in 1995 proclaimed great progress since almost 
three-quarters of the programs had written policies on maternity or parental leave.26 The 
problem with the survey is that less that 45 percent of the programs responded, raising 
questions of the generalizability of this data. Most institutions relied on a combination of 
sick leave, vacation, and short-term disability to compile a continuous maternal or parental 
leave. 
Some important and conflicting studies have assessed the impact of medical 
training on the well-being of the fetus and the mother. The most substantial article was 
published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1990 in which the outcomes of 
pregnancy for 4400 female residents was compared to the outcomes of pregnancy for 
4200 wives of male residents (who were not physicians).27 Klebanoff, Shiono, and 
Rhoads were attempting to separate the effects of stressful work conditions from 
socioeconomic class. They found no difference in the rates of miscarriage, stillbirth, 
ectopic pregnancy, pre-term labor, or small for gestational age infants. They did find a 
three-fold increase in the rate of voluntary termination of pregnancy amongst residents as 
compared to non-residents.28 There was also a significantly higher risk of per-term labor if 
women residents worked more than 100 hours per week. Three other studies, much 
smaller and only one controlled, demonstrated that complications of pregnancy did occur 
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more frequently in female physicians, including increased rates of pre-term labor, small for 
gestational-age infants, and maternal hypertension.29,30,31 
The subject that has received the widest amount of attention in the body of 
literature on female physicians and family life has been the experiences of women in 
academic medicine. An article written by Bickel in the New England Journal of Medicine 
in 1988 catalogued the changing demographics of women at every level of an academic 
medical institution.32 Within the article, she showed the distribution of women along the 
tenure track and discussed its change over time. She also documented slight increases in 
the number of women appointed to high administrative positions at medical schools over 
a ten year period and compared research grants given to male scientists and female 
scientists. Overall, she concluded that the number of women on medical school faculties 
rose in the 1980s but that women were not found in increased proportion in the highest 
levels of academia. 
In another article the following year, Levinson, Tolle, and Lewis looked more 
closely at the balance between career and family in the New England Journal of 
Medicine ,33 They studied 860 women who were full-time faculty members in departments 
of internal medicine throughout the country. This study looked at length of maternity 
leave, duration of breastfeeding, presence of role models, and job satisfaction. They found 
that difficulties experienced by women in academic medicine included the following: 
timing of childbearing, length of maternity leave, concerns regarding childcare, and 
difficulty being productive academically. Overall, they concluded that it is difficult but 
possible to combine a career in academic medicine with raising a family, although most of 
their study participants believe that their careers had been slowed. 
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Six years later, in 1995, a large study which assessed promotion of women within 
medical academics was published. Tesch, et al compared men and women first appointed 
to medical school faculties between 1979 and 1981.34 They found that 59% of women 
compared with 83% of men had achieved associate or full professor rank. They did not 
find any association between number of children or marital status in predicting rank 
achievement. Women worked fewer hours per week and had fewer publications, on 
average, than the men. However, even after adjusting for these productivity factors, 
women progressed more slowly through academic ranks than men. 
The most recent examination of the relationship between family and a career in 
academic medicine was published in the Annals of Internal Medicine in 1998. This study, 
by Carr et al, looked at men and women across departments in 24 medical schools/ The 
end-point of this study was to examine the relationship between family responsibilities and 
academic productivity as measured by number of articles published. They found that 
women with children were significantly different from women without children and were 
significantly different from men, both with and without children. Academic physician 
mothers worked fewer hours per week, had more domestic responsibilities, received less 
research funding, had less institutional and technological support, published fewer papers, 
and were less satisfied with their careers than any other group. Included in the discussion 
was the point that, although women published fewer papers, the citation rate of their 
papers in the literature was significantly greater than that of men, thus raising the point 
that quality and not quantity of publications might be an additional standard by which 
academic success might be measured. 
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This review of the literature shows that the entry of women to medicine in greater 
numbers has increased the urgency of assessing issues relevant to women physicians. 
These include the following academic and family-related issues (often intertwined): 
promotion of women in medical academia, institutional policy of parental leave, timing of 
childbearing, and complications of pregnancy in physicians. Until now, no study has 
conducted a retrospective analysis looking at career and family choices over time. 
Statement of Purpose 
The objective of this study is to provide a profile of women in medicine and the 
professional and personal choices they have made over the course of the century. The 
study intends to focus on the complex interaction between medicine and motherhood by 
surveying the female graduates of Yale University School of Medicine from 1922 to 1999. 
This study provides a unique perspective on the changes, continuities and patterns over 
time in professional and family characteristics of female physicians. It goes beyond 
previously published research by encompassing female physicians over an 80-year period, 
including physicians both with and without children. 
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METHODS 
Study Participants 
A list of all living female graduates from the Yale University School of Medicine 
was obtained from the Office of Alumni Affairs (N=863). The oldest living graduate 
earned her degree in 1922 and the youngest in 1998. The survey was distributed to every 
female graduate and, in addition, to current fourth-year female medical students 
graduating in 1999. The earliest two classes graduating women (1920 and 1921) were not 
able to be represented in this study.* The Office of Alumni Affairs maintains a database of 
contact information (i.e., addresses) on all individuals who matriculate at Yale, and this 
database is updated annually. The alumni office estimates that more than 90% of all living 
alumni are represented on their database. 
Questionnaire Design 
An 11-page questionnaire was composed of 153 questions, divided into four 
sections (Addendum 5). Some measures were adapted from instruments utilized by 
Levinson in 1989 and Barnett and Marshall in 1992.36 The first section, completed by all 
participants, requested general demographic data including specialization, practice 
environment, work hours, marital status, spouse employment, spouse work hours, 
ethnicity, income and parenthood status. The second section was completed by those 
women who neither had nor intended to have children. This section included questions 
According to a Yale Thesis by Susan Baserga YMS ’84, the first women to attend Yale and graduate in 
1920 were Louise Whitman Farnam (Vassar T2) and Helen May Scoville (Wellesley T5). The class of 
1921 graduated Ella Clay Wakeman (Wellesley T6) who eventually went on to serve as the Director of 
Public Health in Bethany, CT for twenty-six years. 
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regarding the effect that various stages of medical training had on childbearing decisions 
and a Likert-scaled assessment of reasons for not having children and its effect on 
professional development. The third section was completed only by those women who 
plan to have children but were not yet mothers. Questions included number of planned 
children, timing of childbearing, maternity leave, and child care. In addition, this section 
evaluated reasons for postponing motherhood. The fourth and final section of the 
instrument was completed by women who had children. This section posed questions of 
length of maternity leave, timing of childbearing, child-care, satisfaction with child-care, 
and satisfaction with length of maternity leave for each of the three eldest children. 
Questions about the effect of child-rearing on professional development and the rewards 
and concerns of the interaction between motherhood and medicine were assessed with 
Likert scales. Each of the final three sections was followed by open-ended questions 
regarding life as a woman and a physician. This included questions focusing on balance 
between career and family, helpful advice received or given, and concerns regarding 
delayed childbearing during medical training. The instrument was pretested for 
comprehension and feasibility among a group of ten female physicians and physicians in 
training. 
Questionnaire Administration 
A letter of introduction and invitation to participate was mailed to all potential 
participants. Two weeks later, the survey instrument was mailed via first-class mail with a 
cover statement and a stamped, addressed return envelope. Four weeks later, a reminder 
card was sent to all who had not responded. A second questionnaire was mailed to all 
non-respondents six weeks after the initial instrument had been mailed. All participants 
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received a letter of receipt and gratitude. Each questionnaire was coded to protect 
confidentiality. No telephone follow-up was done. 
Method of Analysis 
Data from the returned surveys were tabulated and statistically analyzed using the 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS version 8.0). Frequencies and mean values, 
where appropriate, were calculated for responses from all four sections of the survey. 
These values applied to all women surveyed, only those with children, only those women 
who planned to have children, and only those women with no plans to have children, 
depending on the section of the survey. Frequencies of responses to questions answered 
by women with and without children were compared using chi-square analyses and 
Fisher’s exact test for significance. Trends of responses over time were tested by 
calculating a Pearson correlation coefficient with year of graduation and/or by performing 
a chi-square analysis by decade of graduation. Chi-square analyses were also used to test 
for associations between answers to specific questions and the age of the respondent at 
birth of the first child and the respondent’s stage of medical training. For analyses 
involving questions rated on a four-point Likert scale, answers were collapsed into 
agreement (labeled “agree” or “strongly agree” for some questions, and “considerably” or 
“extremely” for others) and disagreement (labeled “disagree” or “strongly disagree” for 
some questions and “not at all” or “somewhat” for others). Answers to questions 
involving length of leave and stage of medical training were collapsed as needed to enable 
meaningful statistical analyses. Of the surveys returned, less than 1 percent of questions 
that were analyzed were left blank; therefore no attempt was made to substitute or analyze 
missing data. 
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RESULTS 
The initial mailing involved 863 surveys of which 17 were returned as 
undeliverable, leaving a sample size of 846. This mailing plus one follow-up mailing to 
non-respondents yielded a response rate of 70%. Of the 592 surveys returned, 6 were 
incomplete or incorrectly completed, leaving 586 surveys available for analysis. The 
response rate showed no significant difference among decades (Table 2). 
Table 2. Survey Response Rate by Decade 
Number of Female 
Graduates each Decade 
Number Responding 
to Survey (%) 
1922-1949 44 30 (68.2) 
1950-1959 33 23 (69.7) 
1960-1969 43 31 (72.1) 
1970-1979 112 76 (67.9) 
1980-1989 220 146(66.4) 
1990-1999 406 280 (68.9) 
Demographic Characteristics and Female Physicians; Changing Trends Over Time 
Demographic data, including race, decade of graduation, marital status, 
parenthood status, and number of children, are shown below in Table 3. The respondents 
reflect the distribution of female graduates from Yale School of Medicine over the past 
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eight decades. Prior to 1970, an average of 4.1% of a medical school class was female. 
In the 1970’s and 1980’s, the average medical school class had 24.5% and 34.8% women, 
respectively. The 1990’s medical school classes had an average of 47.9% women, 
including the first two majority-female classes (56% in the class of 1998 and 57% in the 
class of 2000). The following chart summarizes the rise of women at Yale over time 
(Figure 1). 
Women at Yale School of Medicine 1922-1999 
Year of Matriculation 
Figure 1 
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Table 3. Personal Demographics of 
Female Medical School Graduates 1922-1999 (N= =586) 
Characteristics Percent of Total Respondents (n) 
Decade of Graduation 
1922-1949 5.1% (30) 
1950-1959 3.9% (23) 
1960-1969 5.3% (31) 
1970-1979 13.0% (76) 
1980-1989 24.9% (146) 
1990-1999 47.8% (280) 
Race or Ethnicity 
White 78.8% (462) 
Asian 9.9% (58) 
Black 7.3% (43) 
Hispanic 2.9% (17) 
Native American 0.4% (2) 
did not answer 0.7% (4) 
Marital Status 
married/partnered 61.5% (360) 
single 29.7% (174) 
divorced/separated 5.6% (33) 
widowed 3.2% (19) 
Children 
Yes 48.5% (284) 
No 11.3% (66) 
Planning To 40.2% (236) 
Number of Children (for those with children, N=284) 
1 22.9% (65) 
2 46.1% (131) 
3 22.5% (64) 
4 or more 8.5% (24) 
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The mean age of respondents was 41.3 years, with an age range of 23 to 104 years 
old (SD=14.32). The majority of respondents were White (78.8%); 9.9% were Asian; 
7.3% Black; and 2.9% Hispanic. Sixty-one percent were married or partnered, 30% never 
married, and less than 10% divorced, separated, or widowed. Of the married or partnered 
respondents, 47.8% were married to other physicians. Greater than 75% of the spouses, 
regardless of profession, worked more than 40 hours per week. Nearly one-half (48.5%) 
of the respondents had children, 11.3% had no children and were not planning to have 
children, while 40.2% did not yet have children but were planning to in the future. Of 
those with children, the mean number of children was 2.19 (S.D.=0.95). 
There is a statistically significant association between year of graduation and age of 
matriculation to medical school (R=0.21, p<0.001). The average age of entry to medical 
school has risen over the century. More than one-third of all female medical school 
matriculants in the last two decades entered at the age of 24 or older, having taken at least 
two years between medical school and college. Prior to 1980 only 17.5% of all female 
medical school matriculants were 24 or older (Figure 2 & 3). 
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Age of Matriculation Over Time 
Women at Yale School of Medicine 
Year of Matriculation 1918-1995 
Figure 2 
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Percentage of Women age 24 or Older at Time of Matriculation to 
Medical School 
□ 1922-1949 □ 1950-1959 □ 1960-1969 □ 1970-1979 □ 1980-1989 □ 1990-1999 
Decade 
Figure 3 
Motherhood Choice and Its Impact on Professional Life 
Of the 562 respondents, 48.5% had children, 11.3% did not have and do not 
plan to have children, and 40.2% plan to have children in the future. The cohort of 
women who anticipate having children responded to the survey with projections of 
their future plans and will not be analyzed in this paper. To summarize this cohort, 
these women had a mean age of 30.7, with a range of 23 to 46 years old (80=4.36). 
Thirty-eight percent were currently medical students. A majority were single (60.6%) 
and 36.9% were married or partnered. Their selection of medical specialties more 
closely mirrored those women who neither had nor planned to ever have children: 
one-half (51.7%) were entering primary care fields, 17.7% were entering surgical 
specialties, and 22.5% were choosing a medical subspecialty. 
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Of the 66 women who neither had nor planned to ever have children, 43.9% 
were single and 40.9% were currently married or partnered. The remaining 15.2% 
were divorced or widowed. There was no significant difference between decades in 
the percentage of women who did not have children. 
Women without children were asked to respond to statements regarding 
childbearing issues. One-half (50.0%) reported that they were not interested in having 
children. An additional 25% said that either they or their spouse had problems with 
fertility. One-third (35%) said that they felt as though they had to choose between 
medicine and motherhood, and 45.9% said that they did not believe that they could be 
both a good mother and a good doctor (Figure 4). Women without children were also 
asked whether any of the stages of medical training affected, positively or negatively, 
their decision to forego children. Few were affected by medical training, although 
one-third were discouraged from parenthood by their experience as interns and 
residents (Figure 5). 
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Reasons Why Women Did Not Have Children 
Fertility Problems for Man 
Medical Practice Incompatible 
with Family 
Wanted to Pursue Academic 
Medicine 
Flad to Choose Between 
Motherhood & Medicine 
Fertility Problems for Woman 
Wanted to Pursue Other Interests 
Could not Be Good Mother and 
Good Doctor 
Do not Have Partner 
Spouse Not Interested 
Not Interested 
Did not Feel Societal Pressure 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Percent Agreeing With Statement 
Figure 4 
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Effect of Medical Training on Childbearing Decision 
College Medical Internship Residency Practice 
School 
"“"“Discouraged 
c7_ - »[\|0 Effect 
Encouraged 
Figure 5 
Professional demographic data, including specialization, practice setting, and 
hours worked are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Professional Demographics 
With Children (n) Without Children (n) 
Medical Specialties 
Primary Care 60.6% (169) 47.5% (28) 
Medical Subspecialties 20.1% (56) 20.3% (12) 
Surgical Specialties 6.5% (18) 20.3% (12) 
Admin./Research 4.7% (13) 3.4% (2) 
Other 8.2% (23) 8.5% (5) 
Practice Setting 
University/Medical School 27.6% (77) 27.1% (16) 
Group Practice 21.5% (60) 11.9% (7) 
Non-affiliated Hospital 12.6% (35) 10.2% (6) 
Solo Practice 11.5% (32) 13.6% (8) 
HMO 6.1% (17) 5.1% (3) 
Government 4.7% (13) 5.1% (3) 
Other or Retired 16% (45) 27% (16) 
Hours Worked 
0-20 hrs 5.0% (14) 0.0% (0) 
21-40 hrs 31.2% (87) 13.6% (8) 
41-60 hrs 40.5% (113) 32.2% (19) 
61-80 hrs 12.9% (36) 39.0% (23) 
80 + hrs 2.2% (6) 3.4% (2) 
Retired 8.2% (23) 11.8% (7) 
TOTALS 100% (279) 100% (59) 
1 Data presented in Table 5 includes only respondents who had children or who had no children and 
were not planning to have children and were not medical students. 
* Primary Care specialties were defined as family medicine, pediatrics, internal medicine, psychiatry, 
and obstetrics and gynecology. Surgical subspecialties were defined as general surgery, plastic 
surgery, emergency medicine, anesthesiology, neurosurgery, urology, orthopedic surgery, 
otorhinolaryngology, and pathology. 
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The number of medical specialties represented increased markedly over time, with six 
specialties occupying all graduates from 1922-1949 (internal medicine, ophthalmology, 
pathology, pediatrics, psychiatry, and public health). Women who graduated from 
1990-1998 entered into 24 specialties (Figures 6 and 7). 
Number of Specialties Over Time 
1949 1959 1969 1979 1989 1999 
□ 1922-1949 
□ 1950-1959 
□ 1960-1969 
□ 1970-1979 
□ 1980-1989 
□ 1990-1999 
Decade 
Figure 6 
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Specialty by Decade 
1939 1949 1959 1969 1979 1989 
□ Other 
□ Admin/Research 
□ Surgical Specialties 
□ Medical Subspecialties 
□ Primary Care 
Decade 
Figure 7 
Women without children were more likely to be in the surgical specialties than 
women with children (20.3% vs. 6.5% p<0.01). Conversely, women with children 
were more likely to be in primary care specialties than women without children (60.6% 
vs. 47.5% p<0.05 Figure 8). There was no statistical difference between women with 
children and women without children in the areas of medical subspecialties, research, 
and administration (Figure 9). Variation in practice setting between women with and 
without children was not significantly different in all categories except for group 
practice (21.5% with children vs. 11.9% without children were in a group practice). 
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Specialty of Women With and Without Children 
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Figure 8 
Practice Setting by Cohort 
Hospital Private HMO/Govt Retired Other 
Practice 
Specialty 
Figure 9 
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Women with children were more likely to work part-time than women without 
children (Figure 10). More than one-third (39.5%) of women with children worked 
fewer than 40 hours per week while only 15.4% of women without children worked 
those hours (x2(l)=l 1.0, p<0.001). Conversely, 48.1% of female physicians without 
children worked more than 60 hours per week, as compared to 16.4% of physician 
mothers (x2(l)=25.5, p<0.001). 
Number of Hours Worked 
Women With Children and Without Children 
<1> 
O) 
*-> C 
<D 
O 
t- 
<D Q. 
0-20 hrs 21-40 hrs * 41-60 hrs 61-80 hrs * 80+hrs 
Hours 
□ With Children 
□ Without Children 
* p < 0.001 
Figure 10 
Satisfaction with Career. Both women with children and those without 
children were equally satisfied with their careers, with 89% agreeing or strongly 
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agreeing with the statement “Overall, I am satisfied with my career as a physician.” 
Women with children were more satisfied with their home and family life than women 
without children (91% vs. 76.9%, respectively X2( 1 )=10.1, p<0.01). When asked how 
having children affected their overall career progress, 62.3% of the mothers said that 
their career was slowed or markedly slowed. An equal number of women without 
children (60.6%) believe that not having children had no effect on their career progress 
while 31.9% believe the absence of children enhanced or markedly enhanced their 
careers. Sixty per cent of women without children said that they did not believe that 
they advanced more quickly than their female colleagues with children, while 62.3% of 
women with children believe they were not able to advance as quickly as their female 
colleagues who were not mothers. 
Physician-Mothers 
Timing of Childbearing Within Medical Training. Women in medicine bear 
children throughout all stages of their medical training. One-half (49.6%) had their 
first child after their medical training was completed and they were in practice. Over a 
third (36.2%) had their first child during their residency training, while 14.2% become 
mothers before or during medical school (Figure 11). In the early decades of women 
at Yale School of Medicine (1922-1949), no women had children during or prior to 
medical school: six women had their first child during residency and seventeen 
became mothers only after medical training was complete (26.1% vs. 73.9%). 
Between 1950 and 1989, ninety-nine women had children during medical training. 
One hundred and eleven had children after starting medical practice (this last number 
included 24 women who plan to have children and are done with their medical 
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training). Thus, 42% of women with children had them during medical training and 
58% had them after starting practice. As more women enter medical school, it 
appears that greater absolute numbers and percentages of women are having children 
earlier in their medical career. However, chi-square analyses did not show a 
statistically significant difference in percentage due to the small number of respondents 
before 1949. 
Childbearing by Decade 
a> 
o> rc 
c 
a> 
o 
u 
4> Q. 
□ 2+ yrs After Training 
□ 1-2 yrs After Training 
□ Residency 
□ Internship 
□ Medical School 
□ Before Medical School 
1922- 1940- 1950- 1960- 1970- 1980- 
1939 1949 1959 1969 1979 1989 
Decade 
Figure 11 
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Age of Childbearing. For women with children, the mean age of childbearing 
for the first child was 31.2 years (SD=4.47) and there was no statistical difference in 
the age at which women had their first child by decade (Figure 12). The mean age of 
childbearing for the last child was 34.52 (SD=4.10 Figure 13). The vast majority of 
women graduating in the 1990’s, however, have not yet had children (82.5% vs. 
23.2% without children prior to 1990). Since the average age of this cohort was 30.9 
years old, the presumption may be that the average age of the birth of the first child 
will rise over the time period studied. The mean number of children for those women 
with children was 2.16. The mean number of children may also be artificially low due 
to the fact that the youngest mothers in the survey have started their families, but may 
not yet have had all of their children. The mean number of children for those women 
who have completed childbearing was 2.76. Nearly all children were biologic 
offspring (94.8%) with 2.8% adopted and 2.8% by marriage. 
22.5 27.5 32 5 37 5 42.5 47.5 
AGEFIRST 
Figure 12 
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Figure 13 
Maternity Leave. More than one-third (36.6%) of physician-mothers took a 
maternity leave of six weeks or less. An additional 19.7% took 6-10 weeks, and 
18.6% took maternity leaves for 10-16 weeks. Over 10% of the respondents took one 
year or more to stay home with their first child. Length of maternity leave varies by 
stage of medical training. Women who had a child during residency training or while 
in practice took the least amount of time off (63.4% and 55.8%, respectively, returned 
to work in less than 10 weeks). Fewer than 10% of women in practice or in residency 
training took oft'more than one year to stay home with their first child. Women who 
had their first child before or during medical school had more flexible maternity leaves 
with 38.4% taking less than 10 weeks, 41.1% taking between 10-52 weeks and 20.5% 
taking more than a year (Table 5 and Figure 14). 
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Table 5. Length of Maternity Leave In Association 
With Timing of Childbearing 
Before or During 
Medical School 
During Residency After Training 
<6 weeks 33.3% 46.6% 29.7% 
6-10 weeks 5.1% 16.8% 26.1% 
10-16 weeks 10.3% 17.8% 21.7% 
4-12 months 30.8% 9.9% 14.5% 
12-24 months 7.7% 6.9% 4.4% 
>24 months 12.8% 2.0% 3.6% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 
Length of Maternity Leave 
□ 36+ w eeks 
□ 7-35 w eeks 
□ <10 weeks 
Figure 14 
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Significantly, the amount of time taken by women for maternity leave has 
increased over the last eight decades (Figure 15). Nearly one-half of the women 
(48.6%) prior to 1970 took six weeks or less for maternity leave, and less than one- 
third took between 7 weeks and 8 months (30%). The reverse was true for the 
subsequent decades (1970-1999). Less than one-third of women took less than six 
weeks (32.5%) while greater than half took between 7 weeks and 8 months off 
(54.6%). Although the length of leave has increased over time, the level of 
satisfaction with length of leave has dropped significantly (R(275)= -0.16, p<0.01). 
Less than one-quarter of the women (24.3%) graduating prior to 1970 believed that 
their maternity leave was too short (although their leaves were significantly shorter 
than those of the more recent graduates); nearly one-half of the women graduating 
from 1970-1999 believed that their maternity leaves were too short (47.4%). 
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Figure 15 
Child-care. An analysis of caretakers for the children of female physicians 
indicates multiple providers are the norm. Respondents were asked to list all those, 
other than themselves, who cared for the child or children more than ten hours per 
week. On average, 1.8 providers, in addition to the mother, cared for the children for 
ten or more hours each week (Table 6). 
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Table 6. Caregivers Who Provide Ten or More 
Hours of Childcare per Week 
Percent of Women (n) 
with Children* 
Spouse/Partner 43.7% (124) 
Nanny/Live-in 60.1% (170) 
Day Care (off worksite) 25.8% (73) 
Day Care (private home) 23.0% (65) 
Day Care (on worksite) 9.5% (27) 
Family Member 12.4% (35) 
Neighbor or Friend 7.1% (20) 
Totals are greater than 100% since more than one care-giver provided care 
There were significant trends noted over the last eight decades with regard to 
child-care providers (Figure 16). Nannies or live-in help provided the greatest amount 
of care (on average, 60.1% of women reported using a nanny or live-in care provider 
for ten or more hours per week). The contribution made by the spouse or partner 
toward care of the child has climbed substantially and steadily since 1922 (from 16.7% 
reporting spouse assistance of ten or more hours from 1922-1949 to 59.2% in the 
1990’s). The data also reflect trends in the national proliferation of group child care 
during this century. The use of both on-worksite and off-worksite daycare increased 
throughout the decades. Nearly one-third (31.1 %) of the youngest respondents used 
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off-worksite daycare, 22.4% used on-worksite daycare, and less than 5% used private 
home day-care. 
Figure 16 
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DISCUSSION 
This study provides a unique retrospective examination of the balance between 
medicine and motherhood over the last century. Though the demographics and 
practice opportunities for women have changed substantially, many issues central to 
career and family remain unaltered. As illustration, direct quotations from hundreds of 
pages of comments gathered in this survey are used to complement the quantitative 
data. The themes that arose from both quantitative and qualitative data will be 
discussed in detail and are itemized below: 
• Timing of Childbearing: Women have children throughout all stages of medical 
training and practice, although greater numbers and percentages are having 
children during medical school and residency. There is no clear “best time” for 
childbearing and childrearing. 
• Length of Maternity Leave: The amount of time taken by women for maternity 
leave has increased over the last eight decades, although the level of satisfaction 
with length of leave has dropped. 
• Choice of Marriage Partner: Changes in the parenting roles of men and women 
have led to greater involvement by fathers. The balance of medicine and 
motherhood is eased by a partner who is involved with children and supportive of 
a career. 
• Change in Medical Practice: Some women with children have found different 
ways to practice medicine. There is less practice flexibility in certain medical and 
surgical specialties and academic medicine. 
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• Choice of Specialty: Female physicians without children were more likely to be in 
surgical specialties, less likely to be in primary care, and more likely to work full¬ 
time than their female colleagues with children. Specialties with a well 
circumscribed work-day, decreased call, or little in-patient responsibilities are more 
accommodating to physicians with families. 
• Career Progression: Two-thirds of women with children believe that being a 
mother has slowed their career progress. Parenting and doctoring can both be full¬ 
time jobs that may not be able to be done perfectly at the same time. 
• Childcare Arrangements: On average, 1.8 providers, in addition to the mother, 
cared for the children for ten or more hours each week. High quality, affordable, 
and flexible childcare arrangements are difficult to establish even for physicians in a 
high income-bracket. 
“Doctor Mom” 
Female physicians in this study were as likely to have children as other women 
in the United States. According to the 1995 Fertility of American Women report by 
the U.S. Census Bureau, 82.5% of women over forty, regardless of race or marital 
status, had at least one child, and 17.5% of women were without children.37 Using the 
same parameters, 82% of women in this study were mothers and 18% were not - 
results similar to a 1984 survey in which 85% of female physicians had children.21 
Other studies have reported that only two-thirds of female physicians surveyed have 
children. These studies, however, utilized parameters in which only physicians below 
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age 50 were queried.38,32 Consequently, younger women who would become but were 
not yet mothers influenced these proportions. 
The proportion of women marrying and having children has remained relatively 
constant over time; there was no statistical difference over the last eighty years in the 
percent of female physicians who became spouses or mothers in this study. Despite 
the pressures put upon them by a skeptical medical establishment in the first half of this 
century and a continued rigorous work environment, women have not foregone family 
for a career in medicine. Historian Regina Morantz-Sanchez, author of Sympathy and 
Science: Women Physicians in American Medicine, argues that “when the 
professional ethos emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, a doctor was viewed 
not only as a man of science but as someone who served a higher calling and needed a 
helpmate. An image evolved of medicine as a two-person career. There was an 
implicit assumption that doctors had wives who looked after their home and family.” 
Women may have circumnavigated this archetype in several ways. The most obvious 
ways were in their choice of specialty and in the ways they maintained a strict line 
between their professional and personal lives. 
The female pioneers of twentieth century medicine raised children but did so in 
the manner least disruptive to their work. Medical specialization for women was 
narrow, as women tended to choose specialties compatible with raising children. A 
study respondent from the 1940s wrote: 
Women did not ever enter surgery. 1 heard some faculty comment that 
women could not stand the stresses of the operating room (the idea of 
surgical nurses, many of whom had to work double shifts, never 
bothered them?). Pediatrics, internal medicine, general practice, basic 
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science research, psychiatry, and public health were considered the 
appropriate fields for women. 
This study finds quantitative support for her observation: prior to 1950, the only 
specialties represented were internal medicine, ophthalmology, pathology, pediatrics, 
psychiatry, and public health. 
In addition to entering a select few specialties, women were discreet with their 
motherhood, taking the minimum amount of time permitted for maternity leave and 
mentioning their children infrequently at work. One graduate from the 1960s wrote 
that she worked hard to minimize the impact of working part-time on her professional 
image as a high-powered academician - most people had no idea she even worked 
part-time. She always took full-time call, attended every important meeting or 
national conference, and would come back to the hospital after her children were 
asleep. 
A more extreme response to the potential tensions between mothering and 
doctoring was to forgo medicine altogether. The frequency with which this occurs can 
not be evaluated with the present or historical data. This study did not actively seek 
out those who had left medical training or medical practice. However, because 
surveys were mailed to female matriculants and not just graduates, three women 
responded that although they began at Yale School of Medicine, they had left medicine 
in favor of family or another career: 
I didn’t answer your questionnaire in the fall when it came as I am not 
one of the “female graduates” tor whom it was intended. Much as 1 
loved my studies and medicine, I left after my first year as 1 met my 
husband and we planned to marry later that year (1946). My father 
was a general practitioner in central Connecticut, working 24 hours a 
day for eleven months of the year. My cousin - ob/gyn and married to 
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the same - took three months off for each of her three children and 
then Grandma, the maid, the neighbors, and teachers raised them. 
When my fiance and I decided on four children, I realized I was not 
entrusting them to others, and knowing the demands on my father, 
decided to abandon my medical career.... (entered YSM ‘44) 
This study does not attempt to characterize this sub-group of women - it is difficult to 
know whether the Yale School of Medicine Alumni database captures the entire 
cohort since they are less likely to maintain ties to the school. It is also possible that 
these women can be found in greater proportion among the 30% of women who did 
not respond to the survey. 
“There Is Never An Easy Time” 
For women who plan to have children during their medical careers, the timing 
of childbearing and childrearing is a pivotal issue. In a 1988 study by Sinai, seventy 
percent of the respondents believed that “after completion of residency” was the ideal 
time to have children. This reflects the experience of women who have trained in the 
demanding structure of medical education. The clinical years of medical school and 
residency programs are still clearly designed for the 21-24 year old with no household 
or family responsibilities. Although taking up permanent residence in the hospital and 
becoming a “house officer” is no longer strictly required, the responsibilities and 
devotion of time are no less for today’s clerks and residents than they were fifty years 
ago. One graduate from the 1990s wrote: 
I started internship when my son was 6 months old and worked 90-100 
hours [per week] that whole year. I really missed out on his year and 
on being part of his life - at one point when he was 10 months old, he 
didn’t recognize me. Now I am working 70-80 hours a week and it’s 
definitely less physically exhausting so I have more energy for my son 
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and husband. My long hours mean that my husband does the majority 
of the cooking, cleaning, etc. His career has definitely slowed as a 
result. He resents this and that puts stress on our marriage and on me. 
I feel very guilty about my lack of involvement in the nurturing of our 
family as well as my small contribution to the “work” of the 
household... (YSM "96) 
The respondents expressed strong and sometimes conflicting opinions 
regarding the “ideal time” to start a family. The responses ranged from waiting until 
medical training was complete, to having them in college before entering medical 
school, or that residency training or medical school may provide the most flexibility. 
The following quotations represent a small sample of some of those wide-ranging 
views: 
Don't delay motherhood as so many of us have -1 was too busy being 
“one of the guys” and trying to squeeze in time for a relationship with a 
man (eventually my husband) to even think about motherhood until it 
was very nearly too late for what turned out to be the most rewarding 
experience of my life. I went to the best schools, two top residencies 
(double-boarded), top-drawer fellowship, prestigious faculty job....and 
I’d trade it all to have more children (though I’m very grateful for the 
one I have) (YSM ’84). 
There is no perfect time to have babies, but I think residency may be 
the best time, since your presence is not critical to the operation of the 
hospital. Female physicians should actively support one another as we 
forge new ground in this arena (YSM ‘92) 
Having a baby during medical school means that your child will be 2-4 
during residency. These toddlers are verbal with feelings which they 
express without abandon. Therefore the child will feel unloved because 
Mommy would rather go to work than be with the child.I know the 
fourth year of medical school is a good time for the doctor to have a 
baby but it is a terrible time for the baby. I therefore strongly 
recommend that women have children in college prior to medical 
school or toward the later years of residency and beyond for flexibility 
in allowing appropriate quality time for the child (YSM ’84). 
I had my first as a resident and still feel terrible about having to leave 
him for so many hours. Working part-time after residency has been 
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wonderful. As a result, I advise waiting to have a baby until alter the 
end of residency. However, this can be hard if you feel your “biological 
clock'’ ticking or have a deep desire to be a parent (YSM ’92). 
Perhaps the most common refrain is heard from a graduate from the class of 1996: 
“Timing is important but if you want to have a family, do it. fry to pick a time that’s 
easier (i.e. not during third year of medical school or internship). But don’t wait for 
the perfect time. It won’t come.” 
The results of this survey buttress this opinion as women had children 
throughout all stages of a medical career. The shift over the last thirty years, in fact, 
has been toward greater numbers of women giving birth during medical training (either 
during medical school or residency). In addition, it appears from this study that the 
percentage of women who give birth during medical training as opposed to medical 
practice is also on the rise. This trend was somewhat difficult to determine with total 
accuracy because of the smaller pool of matriculants and respondents prior to 1950 
and because many women who had graduated within the last ten years had yet to 
complete training or start families. However, two unrelated shifts in medical education 
are coinciding which produce conditions in which more physicians will have children 
during medical training: the average age of matriculation has increased and the 
average length of postgraduate medical education has increased. More women are 
starting residency in their early thirties and more specialties have tacked on additional 
years of training.40,41 
Based on this study’s data from 1950-1989, a conservative estimate is that 
42% of women who have children at some point in their lives will do so during their 
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medical training. This predicts for the presence of at least 600 pregnant medical 
students and 2700 pregnant residents in 1999. Of no less importance, but often 
overlooked, is that approximately equal numbers of medical trainees will become 
fathers in the same period of time. 
This shift to an earlier timing of child-bearing may become more conspicuous 
in the next ten years. Several factors have created a cognitive revision that makes 
having a child earlier in medical training more tenable. There are more women role 
models managing the pressures of parenthood and medical training; there are greater 
numbers of older students as peers; and there are medical schools providing increased 
institutional support for students with families. 
For example, the University of Washington Medical School has made available 
“crying rooms,” sound-proofed and glassed-in rooms in the back of lecture halls, 
where students with small children can see and listen to lecture while caring for their 
young. Yale School of Medicine has a medical school “parent track” that involves 
paying for four years of medical school and taking as many as eight years to complete 
the M.D. degree. The 1996-97 prospectus for the University of Pennsylvania School 
of Medicine has a cover picture of a pregnant student with her six year old son. On 
the first page is written the word “Flexibility” and she writes that the decision to come 
to medical school was “a difficult one: to complete the curriculum while being a good 
mother. ... I felt supported entirely.” Many medical schools sponsor “Parenting and 
Doctoring” panel discussions with faculty, residents, and students as a routine offering 
of the Student Affairs or Dean’s office. There is a growing sense that there is neither 
an ideal nor an impossible time to start a family and medical institutions are making 
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incremental policy changes that attempt to attenuate the difficulty of combining 
parenthood with medicine. One graduate illustrates some of the progress that has been 
made in the last twenty years: 
When we decided to have a child during my third year of medical 
school and during my husband’s grant year off, I had no support 
among my classmates. ... 1 hid the pregnancy for 7.5 months (I was 
small, wore loose scrubs, was just as active as ever, and, fortunately, 
was totally healthy). I had my daughter during the time that I was 
scheduled to write my thesis and did get my thesis done during that 
time but had to be back on rotations six weeks after her birth. I breast¬ 
fed for 13 months but had to sneak off to express milk to give to my 
husband or sitter for the next day and remember once bursting into 
tears when I went to Fitch 4 to collect my milk out of the refrigerator 
and found that it had been thrown away (YSM ’78). 
“■They’re Only Young Once” 
The decision of when to have children during a busy medical career is among 
the first in a succession of difficult decisions. Determining the length and securing the 
interval for maternity leave is an early challenge for physician mothers. Female 
physicians tend to have short maternity leaves and, unless mandated by their own 
physicians, vanishing pre-partum leaves. This is true in spite of the fact that the 
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists has published guidelines 
suggesting that the window of disability for a normal uncomplicated pregnancy should 
begin 2 weeks before delivery and end no less than 6 weeks postpartum.42 In a study 
by Sayres and colleagues in 1986, 63 percent of pregnant residents took no time off 
prior to delivery and took a mean of eight weeks for maternity leave.23 In this study, a 
significant change was noted over the course of the century. Prior to 1970, nearly half 
of the women took six weeks or less for maternity leave. These pioneers of women in 
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twentieth century medicine raised children but did so in the most inconspicuous 
manner possible. Their small numbers dictated compliance with the traditional world 
of medicine. Since the doubling and, now, quadrupling of the numbers of women in 
medicine, maternity leaves are longer and women today are more willing to 
acknowledge their dissatisfaction with the parental leaves available to physicians: 
My chairman said, while 1 was pregnant, what a wonderful thing it is to 
have a child yet was completely unwilling to brainstorm with me about 
innovative approaches for on-call coverage during my maternity leave - 
he saw nothing wrong with demanding I make up all my missed call 
despite the fact that much of my leave was unpaid. . . . My fantasy is 
that one day there will be a way to take off for maybe even a few years 
without sacrificing your place in the career path you’d like to pursue. 
(VMS ’92) 
This phenonomen illustrates nicely the point made by Carola Eisenberg in a 1989 New 
England Journal of Medicine editorial: as the balance shifts in the number of male 
and female physicians, “women will bring into academic medicine a greater emphasis 
on the importance of the physician's family life.”4’ 
Institutional changes in maternity leave policies have been slow and 
insufficient. The most recent survey to document the current situation had only a 45 
percent response rate from the AAMC’s Council on Teaching Hospitals, and only 
three-quarters of those respondents had a written parental leave policy.8 The policies 
in the remaining 55% of COTH hospitals that did not respond to the survey remain 
unknown. An older but more representative survey found that of the 342 of 369 
teaching hospitals that responded, 57 percent did not grant maternity leave.44 Of those 
that did, 62 percent reported that its duration was six to eight weeks and was most 
often a compilation of sick days, disability, and vacation. This is in contrast to Canada 
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where dedicated paid maternity leave is available for 20 weeks for all workers, 
including medical residents and physicians.45 
“Marry Wisely” 
Although the focus of this and other recent publications in the medical 
literature has been the conflict between mothering and doctoring, it is important to 
acknowledge the changing role of professional men in caring for children. Only one- 
quarter of the respondents who matriculated prior to 1960 said that their 
husband/partner cared for their child or children more than ten hours a week. That 
figure rose by more than ten percent each decade, and for the most recent cohort of 
graduates, sixty percent said that their spouse cared for the children ten or more hours 
a week. One of the most frequent comments written by the survey respondents was 
with regard to finding a great partner: oft repeated was “Marry well” or “You need 
the 3 H’s: good health, good help, and good husband” 
Half of the respondents in the present study (50% - 70% in other studies) were 
part of dual-physician relationships and this statistic has remained constant over time.4<1 
Medicine may have once been a two-person career - designed for the married man 
with a stay-at-home wife and three children - but that is no longer the norm. Having 
two physicians as spouses and as parents brings the benefit of awareness and 
understanding yet the difficulty of two people involved in complex and demanding 
jobs: 
My spouse and I have both made compromises in our career in order to 
maintain a healthy and happy family life. We both cut back to four days 
per week (which does have a significant impact on finances but has 
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been well worth it). My husband switched from an academic career to 
private practice, once again so that he could make a larger commitment 
to family. (YMS ’87) 
Some studies have shown an increased rate of divorce among female 
physicians as compared to male physicians, but that was not supported by this 
study.47’48 A few dual-physician couples have made the situation work in their favor: 
We have an unusual and wonderful arrangement. My husband and I 
work part-time (job-sharing) in a hospital based practice. 1 work one 
week (he’s off), he works one week (I’m off) then we have one week 
off together, etc. We each stay home and care for our three kids when 
we’re not working - we have a great balance between work and family. 
(YMS ’90) 
Improving parental leave and creating more accessible and flexible child-care options 
benefit all physician parents, both male and female. 
’’Your Career Will Always Be There” 
It is important to note that the difficulties experienced by female physicians 
with children are not notably different from any working mother. An article in 1998 in 
The New York Times Magazine describes the phenomenon that professional women in 
this country experience: “lower birth rates and longer adult lives have made child 
rearing, for most women, a temporary job. Rearing children occupies less of a 
mother’s lifetime than it did in the past, so women are investing much more in 
developing careers. They are postponing marriage and using that time to get a 
foothold in the labor market. Many also have a strong incentive to keep working at 
least part-time so that their skills and seniority don’t deteriorate.” 44 This observation 
is particularly applicable to female physicians. The long years of medical training and 
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career-building coincide directly with the prime years of childbearing and childrearing. 
Stopping medical practice completely in order to raise children is nearly untenable in 
today’s rapidly evolving world of medicine. One graduate from the 1960s wrote, “I 
have never regretted having spent a large part of my childbearing years staying home 
with my children: my regret is that I did it so completely. I would strongly advise 
anyone taking time off to raise kids that they keep a hand in the profession - work at 
least part time and don’t lose touch.” 
Some impediments that physician mothers face set them apart from other 
professional women. “Medicine, as a profession, is a very jealous spouse and yet one 
with whom it is possible to have a very passionate relationship,” wrote one survey 
respondent from 1973. The years of training surpass nearly every other field, the 
hours are extremely long, and the demands of patients, hospitals, and insurance 
companies are difficult to ignore. There are a few ways, however, in which the field of 
medicine can be accommodating to parents. The actual “practice of medicine” takes 
many shapes and can change over the course of a lifetime. Although once strongly 
condemned as wasting their medical training and being “part-time doctors and full¬ 
time parents,” many women (and some men) are finding part-time positions while 
their children are young and re-engaging with medicine more fully as their family 
requires less time. Many graduates wrote to express the following: “Allow yourself 
to block off a few years of your career and think of them as the ‘mommy years’. 
There’ll be plenty of time ahead to work those high-powered hours and jobs but your 
children will only be small once....” (YMS ’94). These part-time jobs or shared 
practices are increasingly common, especially in primary care fields and outside the 
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realm of academic medicine. Compensation is less than a full-time practice but still 
substantial and viable in a two-income home. One respondent wrote, “we are lucky to 
be in a field in which we can earn enough money to take care of our families and feel a 
sense of satisfaction about doing good in the world. We need to keep visibly fighting 
for support in the work place for parenting and not just mothering.” 
Equally as important as decreased work hours is the adaptability of a medical 
career over a lifetime. It is possible to be a locum tenens, medical economics 
consultant, pharmaceutical company administrator, and medical school instructor all in 
a single professional lifetime. One women sent a timeline of her career path over the 
last fifteen years: 
1981-1985: Internal medicine residency with one year out to care for 
my baby when my husband decided to do a renal fellowship instead of 
staying home full-time with the baby as he had planned 
1985-1989: Director of two ER’s - did ER medicine because I could 
be home more 
1989-1994: Worked only one Sunday doing Urgent Care - kids happy, 
husband happy. I resented doing menial labor for family but liked time 
with children 
1994: Psychiatry residency - husband being supportive and doing bulk 
of household chores. Nine-year old daughter cries weekly about my 
absence from home. 
“Choose Your Specialty Carefully” 
This degree of practice flexibility is not inherent in every medical specialty. A 
vascular surgeon, for example, would have a difficult time leaving the field for a few 
years and keeping her skills honed in an urgent care site. For this reason, an off- 
mentioned piece of advise from survey respondents was “choose your specialty well”: 
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“pick a field that doesn’t have too much night and weekend clinical on-call work when 
the children are small.” Several respondents specified fields that were more 
accommodating to families such as the primary care specialties, dermatology, 
radiology, or pathology: 
Choose a field and practice that is family-friendly. . . . Especially in 
family medicine and pediatrics, having children is usual, expected, and 
enhances your ability to care for patients (for men and for women). In 
these fields, it’s acceptable and not unusual to work part-time or 
“staggered shifts” in order to maximize family time (YMS ’92). 
As can be seen in the following graph, a gender divide now defines some specialties. 
U.S. Medical Residents By Specialty and Gender 
□ Women 
□ Men 
Almost 35% of all residents on duty as of September 1996 were female. More than one-third of women 
residents were in training in internal medicine or pediatrics (AMA Women in Medicine Data) 
Figure 17 
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“You Can’t Do It AH” 
Regardless of specialty choice, women who responded to this survey were 
quick to point out that the superwoman model was truly a myth: “You can’t do both 
superbly. You are going to have to delegate a lot of parenthood if you are to compete 
at top levels of medicine. If this is your intention, choose a partner who is willing to 
assume the primary responsibility for nurturing and supervising children. 
Alternatively, doing a fairly good job in both areas is achievable and quite rewarding.” 
Many women found this sensation of being merely a “fairly good mother” and a “fairly 
good doctor” extremely frustrating and the most difficult part of the balance: “Being a 
mother and a full-time physician is unquestionably the hardest thing I have ever had to 
do. What makes it hard is not the work, but the fact that I must give up precious time 
with my child to continue my career and, yet, I can’t find enough time to devote to my 
career.” 
“I Need A Wife” 
Respondents felt that hiring other people to help was critical to attempting the 
balance between parenting and doctoring. Finding nurturing care providers for 
children was one of the greatest sources of frustration and anxiety mentioned. This 
complaint could be issued by any parent in a dual-career relationship. The difference 
here is that physicians have greater income potentials than most American families and 
that “hiring help” is much more viable. Although less than 5% of pre-school children 
in the United States are cared for by nannies, governesses, or au pairs, over 60% of 
female physicians surveyed utilized this type of care provider.48 Dozens of 
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respondents discussed the importance of finding good child care, at all costs: “find a 
great nanny, pay her well and pray that she stays.” or “a good day care/baby-sitter is 
invaluable. Invest in it. It will be the smartest money you ever spend.” In addition, 
women suggested delegating to others as many other household responsibilities as 
possible: “This has made my life easier: making enough money to hire a handyman, a 
housekeeper, and a nanny to chauffeur my school-age children. This allows me to 
focus on mothering and doctoring which is almost all I do.” Again, the privilege of 
deputizing others to conduct the activities of running a home may not be available to 
every physician - especially those in lower-paying specialties, those still in medical 
training, or those with vast educational debt. 
The cohort of female physicians who chose not to have children have been 
infrequently studied in the past. A clear difference was noted in the specialty selection 
between women with children and women without children, one which mirrors the 
pattern seen in specialty selection between men and women. In surgical specialties, 
the proportions of men and women who enter residency are 14.6% and 7.5%, 
respectively. The proportion of women who do not plan to have children and women 
with children in surgical residencies was 20.3% and 6.5%. A complementary pattern 
of outcome is seen in pediatrics where the proportion of men and women entering 
pediatrics is 4.5% and 14%: women without children and women with children 
entering pediatrics was 4.5% and 16.9%. This pattern is also replicated in obstetrics 
and gynecology. Using these examples, one could conclude that women who do not 
plan to have children tend to enter the traditional male fields of medicine and skirt the 
specialties traditionally more populated by women. It is difficult to know, however. 
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which wrought which: Do women in surgery tend not to have children? Or do 
women who plan never to have children tend to enter surgery? 
It was clear that not all childless women physicians are childless by choice: 
one-quarter of the women who did not have children indicated that it was secondary to 
infertility and an additional quarter indicated it was due to the absence of a suitable 
partner. Many younger women who planned to become mothers were concerned about 
this prospect. One survey respondent cautioned, “despite all the advances in fertility 
treatments, women should be educated that the best reproductive years are ages 18- 
25, with adequate reproduction at the ages of 25-35.” An analysis of fertility of 
American women was done in 1990 which measured a 21.4% “impaired fecundity” 
rate amongst women aged thirty-five to forty-four (the rate of “impaired fecundity” 
was 4.1% for 15-24 year olds and 13.4% for 25-35 year olds).50 This study is not 
large enough to make any definitive statements regarding the fertility of female 
physicians but there is no reason to believe that the rates differ significantly from the 
aforementioned statistics. 
The training years were also recognized as being a difficult time to meet a life 
partner or nurture a relationship: 
I think a big worry for many female residents (especially surgical 
residents) is how difficult it is to meet eligible men and have a 
relationship. It used to make me and my other female classmates in 
med school mad that the guys often wanted to date women much 
younger - not their peers. We used to worry we wouldn’t get married. 
(YMS ’89) 
In addition, many prospective mothers worried about infertility, complications of a 
later life pregnancy and the obstetrical difficulties that some studies have shown are 
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unique to female physicians.51,52 A graduate from 1986 described some of her 
difficulties as a physician mother: 
Colleagues at work profess to be supportive of families but have zero 
tolerance for the flexibility that families require. Antepartum 
complications in both my pregnancies were not tolerated and I went 
back to work after 5 weeks for my first child (low birth weight) and 3 
weeks after my second child (premature). My older child had medical 
complications and getting time off for doctor’s appointments was a 
nightmare. 
Conclusion and Recommendations 
A major strength of this study is that it surveys a diverse cohort of matriculants 
over eighty years from a single medical school who went through hundreds of 
graduate medical training programs in two dozen specialties. The response rate of 
70% was excellent for a mail survey, suggesting that the data is representative of the 
entire cohort. The ability to generalize to graduates of other medical schools would 
have to be determined; however, there is no reason to expect conflicting results. Yale 
School of Medicine alumnae were more likely to enter medical specialties and less 
likely to work in primary care medicine than other female medical school graduates 
nationally.53 In addition, few women entered medical school prior to 1970, a feature 
inherent to all of the co-educational medical schools; consequently the population 
studied is smaller than subsequent decades. An analysis of non-respondents was not 
undertaken and may have yielded additional information. 
Medical training has changed in few fundamental ways in the past thirty years, 
other than increasing in average length. Medical school takes four years and specialty 
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training ranges from three to eight years or more. The hours are grueling, 
responsibilities enormous, and the pressures from patients, attending physicians, 
hospitals, and insurance companies are high. The possibility of real changes in medical 
training are infrequently addressed, or, when they are, the changes come from 
legislative action or union negotiations and not from the medical establishment.54 55,56 
We ask ourselves in medicine to constantly re-examine the methods of treatment 
intended to best serve our patients. We need to re-examine the methods of training 
that we hope will best serve our students and residents. My research suggests that 
while the numbers of women medical students and physicians has increased 
substantially over the past eighty years, the changes in medical training and practice 
have been won or lost - one by one, woman by woman, school by school. There has 
been little institutional or structural response to the changing demographic profile of 
physicians or to the changing realities of family and work life in late 20th century 
America. Recommendations stemming from the qualitative and quantitative data 
collected in this study include the following. 
1. With an older age of matriculation, more medical schools and residencies need to 
address the needs of trainees beyond the classroom. On-site child-care (in 
conjunction with the hospital, medical school, or other local business, if necessary) 
should be available to every resident and medical student. Child-care facilities with 
flexible hours and sliding-scale fees obviously benefit many members of the 
hospital and academic community. It would be naive not to acknowledge the 
expenditure of space, personnel, and financial resources needed for this effort. 
However in the same way that some hospitals have delegated food service 
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responsibilities to external corporations, quality child care agencies can be 
employed to establish and manage a medical center facility. 
2. Greater numbers of women are having children earlier in their medical training. 
Medical school is the most flexible time during medical training. All medical 
schools should be encouraged to allow a fifth (or more) year for students who 
wish to do research, start a family, or explore other complementary health 
practices (for the cost of registration and insurance). 
3. More fathers are involved in child-rearing. Every medical school and residency 
program should have a written policy regarding parental leave. It is no longer 
acceptable for a residency director to be surprised or dismayed by a pregnant 
resident or a soon-to-be father who needs time oft'. 
4. Over one-half of physicians have children before the completion of residency. 
Currently, the structure of some medical residencies is so inflexible that the 
absence of a single resident causes hardship throughout the program. Residency 
programs need to build in some flexibility for shock absorption. Program directors 
need to utilize night float residents and must have the budget to hire community or 
staff physicians to help cover night call. Although shared residencies, where two 
residents share a single resident slot, are currently available, they involve doubling 
the length of training at half the pace. One respondent wrote that she had left 
residency because of the incompatibility of her training and her family life: “I 
loved ob/gyn and only quit the residency because of the grueling hours that left 
nothing for my kids and because I couldn’t find a "part-time’ (read 50 hrs/week) 
residency.” (YMS ’83) Increased flexibility could be garnered by allowing a 
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resident to train at less than full-time and spread a single year of training over two 
years (or two residents can split a “chief’ year). 
5. Two-thirds of women believed that their career progress was slowed because they 
were also mothers. Neither men nor women should be penalized professionally for 
being parents. In fact, the art of parenting can supplement and complement the art 
of medicine in myriad ways. One graduate added, “Being a parent can make you a 
better doctor. It certainly helped me learn empathy and tolerance as well as a lot 
of practical wisdom about children (I’m a pediatrician, so parenting was worth any 
number of CME credits).” “Stop the clock” tenure and earnings tracks should be 
promoted within academic medicine/7 Shared or part-time practices should 
continue to be available for both men and women without carrying the charge of 
being “half-the-clinician.” A graduate wrote, “My ‘chief was skeptical when I 
requested part-time work but my medical students and colleagues are very happy 
with my performance, and now I have a partner with two small children who also 
works part-time.” (YMS ’82) 
In conclusion, the field of medicine is making some moderate changes to 
accommodate the needs of physician-parents. These modifications are most apparent 
in private or managed care practices and in the primary care specialties where part- 
time work is permitted. The relationship between medicine and motherhood is an 
uneasy one and tolerated least well in the medical training years and in academic or 
highly specialized careers. The changing face of American medicine necessitates a re¬ 
examination of the policies affecting students, residents, practicing physicians, and 
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medical academicians at the highest level. In the same way that incremental revisions 
of medical admissions policies for women did little to profoundly alter the 
demographics of medicine, isolated improvements in some areas of medicine will not 
change the practice of medicine. Studies such as this one can, cumulatively, serve as 
one catalyst for transformation of the profession. 
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HENRY W. FARNAM 
ion OF ICONOMICl 
llt.UNIVtRSITr 
41 HIILHOUV C 1VINUI 
NEW HAVEN, CT. , 
March 31,1916 
President Arthur T.Hadley, 
Woodbridge Hall, 
Tale University, 
My dear Arthur* 
JFord has reached me informally that 
the ft culty of the Medical School are willing to admit 
a limited number of women provided they are graduates 
of a college and provided funds can be raised to put 
in a suitable lavatory. As the latter condition seems 
to have been considered a serious one, I write to say 
that in case the facts are ds I understand them I shall 
be glad to be responsible for meeting the expenses 
of suitable lavatory arrangements. 
Believe me 
Yours very sincerely. 
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Addendum 2 
Decline of the Woman’s Medical Colleges6 
College Founding Date Enrollment 
1893-1894 
Enrollment 
1907-1908 
New England Female Medieal College 
Boston, MA 
1848 merged 1873 
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia. PA 
1850 192 138 
New York Woman's Medical College 
New York. NY 
1863 43 20 
Homeopathic Medieal College for Women 
Cleveland. OH 
1868 merged 1870 
Woman's Medical College of the New York 
Infirmary for Women and Children 
New York . NY 
1868 82 extinct 1899 
Woman's Hospital Medical College 
Chicago. IL 
1870 merged 1892 
New York Free Medical College for 
Women, New York. NY 
1871 extinct 1876 
Woman's Medical College 
Baltimore, MD 
1882 28 28 
Woman's Medical College 
St. Fouis, MO 
1883 extinct 1884 
Woman's Medical College 
Cincinnati, OH 
1887 34 merged 1895 
Woman's Medical College of Georgia 
Atlanta. GA 
1889 extinct 1896 
Presbyterian Hospital and Woman's 
Medical College 
Cincinnati. OH 
1891 merged 1895 
Northwestern Woman's Medical College 
Chicago, IF 
1892 119 extinct 1902 
St. Fouis Woman's Medical College 
St. Fouis, MO 
1894 43 extinct 1896 
Woman's Medical College 
Kansas City, MO 
1895 extinct 1903 
Faura Memorial Woman's Medieal College 
Cincinnati. OH 
1895 extinct 1903 
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Addendum 3 
U.S. Medical Students from 1942-1945 by 
Total Enrollment and Percent Women 
Year Entered 
Medical School 
Number of 
Women 
Total 
Enrollment 
Women as 
percent of Total 
1945 875 6,060 14.4 
1944 416 5,750 7.2 
1943 318 5,751 5.5 
1942 259 5,655 4.5 
Adapted from Doctors Wanted: No Women Need Apply by Mary Roth Walsh. Yale 
University Press. New Haven and London 1977. 230. 
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Addendum 4 
Women Medical Students 1941-1956 
Women Students Percent of 
all Students 
1941 1,146 5.4 
1942 1,164 5.3 
1943 1,150 5.1 
1944 1,176 5.0 
1945 1,352 5.6 
1946 1,868 8.0 
1947 2,183 9.1 
1948 2,150 9.5 
1949 2,100 8.9 
1950 1,806 7.2 
1951 1,564 5.9 
1952 1,471 5.4 
1953 1,463 5.3 
1954 1,502 5.3 
1955 1,537 5.4 
1956 1,573 5.5 
Based on American Medical Association statistics, JAMA 1956;161:1658. 
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Addendum 5 
MEDICINE 
d • Fatherhood 
Yale School of Medicine • 251 Dwight Street • New Haven, CT 06511 
November 20, 1997 
Dear Colleague: 
The three top medical schools in the nation - Yale, Johns Hopkins, and Harvard - are 
graduating classes next year that are a majority female. In the last decade the 
average age of matriculation has risen from twenty-two to twenty-five. These two 
demographic factors have profoundly altered the face of medicine. 
As part of my senior medical thesis at Yale, I am conducting a survey of all female 
graduates of Yale School of Medicine since 1922. This survey is written to explore 
the careful balance between one's family and career as a physician, serving as a 
resource for the next generation of female physicians. The first half of the survey, 
studying women from YMS classes 1922-1939, was completed and analyzed last 
year. The second half of the study involves the younger generation of physicians and 
physicians-in-training. I hope that you will con5\der participating in this study. The 
results will be widely distributed to medical schools, hospitals, and students. Your 
perspective is crucial to the success of this study. 
The survey should take no more than 15 minutes to complete, although any 
additional thoughts or comments would be welcome. All information will be treated 
as confidential. 5urveys will be analyzed collectively and neither your name nor any 
other identifying information will appear in any publication. The survey should be 
completed and returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope as soon as possible. 
I am grateful for this investment of your precious time. Thank you very much in 
advance for your participation. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS '93 
617-254-0333 
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The first portion of this survey is needed to collect general demographic information 
from our participants. Please check one box for each of the following questions. 
Where are you now in your medical training? 
Ooi 1st year medical student Gos 1st year resident 
Q 02 2nd year medical student Go& 2nd year resident 
Q03 3rd year medical student G07 3rd year resident 
O04 4th/5th+medical student Gos 4th year resident 
□ 09 5th year+ resident 
Q 10 Completed training and in practice 
. Which of the following most closely describes your chosen medical specialty? If you are still in your lirst 
three years of medical school, please check #31 . 
□ 01 Allergy/Immunology G 12 Nuclear Medicine G23 Psychiatry 
□ 02 Anesthesiology Q 13 Ob/Gyn G24 Public Health 
O03 Cardiology G 14 Oncology G25 Radiology 
□ 04 Dermatology G 15 Ophthalmology G26 Research 
□ 05 Emergency Medicine G i6 Orthopedic Surgery G27 Rheumatology 
G06 Family Practice G17 Otorhinolaryngology G28 Surgery 
G07 Genetics G1 s Pathology G29 Urology 
G08 Internal Medicine G19 Pediatrics G30 Other - please specify 
G09 Neonatology G20 Physical Med/Rehab 
□ 10 Neurological Surgery G21 Plastic Surgery Q31 Medical student (YMS I,II,III) 
G11 Neurology G22 Preventive Medicine 
. If you have finished your residency, which of the following most closely resembles your practice? 
Employee of: Self-employed in: 
□ 01 Hospital G05 University/medical school Gos Solo practice 
G02 Physician Group G06 Ambulatory care center G09 Partnership 
□ 03 HMO Q07 Military O'o Group Practice 
G04 Government 
□ 11 Retired 
□ 12 Other - please specify_ 
■. For residents and practicing 
G1 Less than 20 hours 
Q2 20 - 40 hours 
G3 41-60 hours 
physicians, how many hours per week, on average, do you work? 
Q4 61-80 hours 
□ 5 81-100 hours 
□ 6 More than 100 hours 
>. What is your marital status? 
□ 1 Single 
G2 Married 
Q3 Partnered 
Q 4 Separated 
□ 5 Divorced 
□ 6 Widowed 
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. Which of the following best describes your living situation? 
□ i Live alone G 4 Live with significant other 
□ 2 Live with spouse G5 Other 
Qh Live with friends/family 
. If applicable, what does your 
□ 01 Accounting/Investment 
□ 02 Architect 
□ 03 Artist 
O04 Attorney 
G05 Business/Management 
G06 Carpentry /Construction 
spouse/partner do for a living? 
□ 07 Education 
□ os Engineer/Technology 
□ 09 Government 
□ 10 Health Provider 
Manufacturing 
G 12 Non-Profit 
G 13 Physician _(specialty) 
G14 Retail 
□ 15 Self-employed 
Qi6 Student 
G17 Tradesperson 
G18 Other - please specify_ 
. How many hours per week, on average, does your spouse/partner work? 
□ 1 Less than 20 hours G4 61 - 80 hours 
G2 20 - 40 hours Gs 81 - 100 hours 
Q3 41 - 60 hours Q6 More than 100 hours 
. What is your ethnic/racial origin? 
□ 1 White G4 Asian 
G2 Black Gs Native American 
U3 Hispanic 
0. What is your approximate annual household income? _ 
. 1. What year were you bom? 19 
[2. What year did you begin medical school? 19 
13. What year did you or will you graduate from medical school? 19 
14. What year did you or will you finish your formal training (residency and fellowship)? _19. 
15. Do you have children (by birth, marriage, or adoption)? 
Gi Yes 
G2 No 
• If your answer to Question #15 was NO, and you do not plan to have children, 
please continue to question # 16 on page 3. 
• If your answer to Question #15 was NO, but you plan on having children, 
please continue with question #21 on page 5. 
• If your answer to Question #15 was YES, indicating that you have children, 
please skip to question #35 on page 9 

ART II For women without children only (If you plan to have children, go tcP 
1) 
The following series of statements are intended to better understand issues surrounding the 
decision not to have children. Please rate the statement according to its impact on your situation. 
6. Did experiences in any of the following stages of your medical training affect your 
interest in having children? 
Strongly Slightly Did Not Slightly Strongly 
Discouraged Discouraged Affect Encouraged Encouraged 
College □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 
Medical School □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 
Internship □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 
Residency □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 
Practice □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 3 
7. Please place a mark on the line graphs below measuring the extent to which you agree or 
disagree with the following statements. 
I am not interested in having children. 
My partner/spouse is not interested in 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
having children. 
I do not have children because I 
ccould not conceive or carry a child. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
(If this is the case, at what age was this 
known: ) 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
I can not have children because my 
partner/spouse has problems with fertility. 
I do not have a partner/spouse with whom 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
to have children. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
I feel as though I have had to choose 
between medicine and motherhood. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
The type of medical practice I chose is 
especially incompatible with raising a family. 
I do not feel as though I can be both a 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
good mother and a good doctor. 
I want to pursue a career in academic 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
medicine and think that children 
will interfere with my career. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree - Strongly 
Agree 
I don’t feel pressure from society or 
family to have children. 
I wanted to pursue interests outside of 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
medicine and know that children 
will complicate matters 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 

70 ]!. Please place a mark on the line graphs below measuring the extent to which 
y li agree or disagree with the following statements. 
a I am better able to care for my patients than 
my female colleagues with children 
t I am able to advance more quickly in my 
career than my female colleagues with 
children. 
c Overall, I am satisfied with my career as a 
physician. 
c Overall, I am satisfied with my home and 
family life. 
e Overall, how has not having children 
affected your career progress? 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Marked Slowed No Effect Enhanced Markedly 
Slowed Enhanced 
Please estimate the number of hours spent engaged in the following activities in 
an average week. 
Family 
_Being with spouse/partner 
_Caring for parents or other family member 
Household 
_Chores (laundry, shopping, cooking etc.) 
_Management (bills, investments, etc) 
_Chauffeuring/Commuting 
Fri ends/Comm u n i ty 
_Civic activities/politics 
_Volunteer activities/charity 
_Visiting with friends/family 
School 
_Lecture/school activities 
_Studying 
Work 
Leisure 
Patient care 
Research/writing 
Teaching 
Administration 
Reading/writing 
. Exercising 
Pets 
Watching TV/Movies/Theatre 
Other hobbies 
0. Please describe any other ways in which your career as a physician has impacted the design of your 
family or your life. 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a \Noman and a physician 
on the blank back page of this survey. This survey should be returned in the enclosed, 
stamped envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

! ART III For women who are planning to have children but 71 
are not yet mothers 
The following questions focus on some of your expectations of the balance between medicine and 
motherhood. Although much of this is speculative, please answer to the best of your ability. 
;l. How many children do you hope to have? _ 
)l. Do you plan to adopt children? 
□ i Yes G2 No 
Although difficult to predict, at what ages do you hope to have your children? 
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 4 2 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 
Please mark all children on this line graph 
How much time do you hope to take off to have your first child (delivery and post-partum)? 
G i 6 weeks or less 
G2 6-10 weeks 
G 3 10-16 weeks 
G4 4 - 8 months 
G 5 8 - 12 months 
G6 12-18 months 
Q7 18-24 months 
□ s 2 years or more 
5. Beside yourself, who do you predict will care for your first child in the first years of her or his life? 
(Only check those who will provide care ten or more hours per week. You may check more than one.) 
Gi Spouse/Partner Q 4 Nanny/Live-in help 
G2 Other Family Member G5 Day care - on work site 
G 3 Neighbor or friend G & Day care - off work site 
G7 Day care in private home 
$. How would you measure the support _ 
of your colleagues at work in regard Strongly Unsupportive' Supportive Strongly 
to your intentions to start a family? Unsupportive Supportive 
7. How would you measure the  
number of role models you have had None Few Many 
who are physicans and mothers? 

$. The following are statements regarding the decision 
mark on the line graphs below measuring the extent to 
• disagree with your situation. 
I have not vet felt ready to be a parent 
to start a 
• which the 
family. Please place 72 
following statements agree 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
I am waiting until I am more financially 
stable Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
Although I want them someday, I do not 
have a spouse/partner with whom to Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
have children. Disagree Agree 
. I am beginning to feel the pressures of the 
“biological clock” Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
. My partner/spouse had not yet felt ready to 
be a parent Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agree 
1. I want to be further along in my training/ 
career before starting a family Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
| Disagree Agree 
g. Iam worried that I will not be taken as 
seriously as a physician if I have children Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
during my medical training Disagree Agree 
29. When you think of yourself in the dual role as a mother and a doctor in the future, how much do you 
think any of the following items will be rewarding to you? 
Not at All Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
a. Feeling as though I can “do it all” □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
b. Pleasure in bringing home a good salary for 
my family □, □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
c. Feeling as though I may be a better doctor 
because I am a parent □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
d. Feeling that I will be a good role model for my 
children □, □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
£• Feeling as though I will have been able to 
strike a good balance between my career, 
my family, and my children □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
f Feeling as though I will be a good role model 
for my colleagues or students □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
g- Feeling as though I will break ground in 
medicine by being a mother and a physician □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
h. The pleasure of being a parent. □ l □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 

). When you think of yourself in your dual role as a mother and a doctor in the future, how much do you 7? 
think the following items may be of concern to you? 
Not at All Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
Too little time spent advancing my career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Too little time spent with patients □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Too little time spent with my family □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concerns about the quality of my medical care □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concerns about the quality of my parenting □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Worries that my work is too taxing on my family □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concern that my spouse/partner will have to 
give more because I will have had to give less □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Only having room for two things in my life: 
mothering and doctoring □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling ambivalent towards medicine after 
having children □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Uncertain whether I chose the right career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Uncertain whether I should have become 
a parent 
□ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I will be treated differently 
from colleagues who are not mothers □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though everyone will get taken care of 
except me □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Worried about my relationship with my 
partner/spouse □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I should have had children 
earlier in my career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concern that I will be put on the 
“mommy track” at work □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
n. Have you had problems with fertility or concerns about bringing a child to full term? 
Qi No Qh Yes (If yes, please describe) 

The following are questions that are more open-ended. Please feel free to answer them 
as fully as possible. More room is available on the back page of this survey. 
74 
2. Much has been written in both the popular press and scientific literature about potential complications 
with “delayed childbearing.” Most female physicians are in medical school and training during the 
years considered the most ripe for child-bearing (twenties and early thirties). Please describe the ways in 
which this described conflict has affected you or the decisions you will make. 
13. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and your family easier? 
I 
| 
134. What advice have you been given that has been helpful during your medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a v/oman and a physician 
or physician-in-training on the blank page on the back. This survey should be returned in 
fe^ncLosed, stamped envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 

75 ART IV For women with children only. 
If your answer was YE5 to Question #15, please continue with this survey at this point. 
The first questions in this section ask for a factual description of your childbearing years. 
The second portion asks you to explore your experiences as both mother and physician. 
5. How many children do you have? _ 
I 
6. Are you planning to have any more children? _(how many?) 
7. What was your age at the birth of your first child? _ 
8. What was your age at the birth of your last child? _ 
Please answer the set of questions for each of your three eldest children. 
Child 1 is your eldest child, Child 2 is your next eldest, and so forth. 
:hild i 
. Year of birth 19 
h. How did this child enter your life? 
□ i Birth 
□2 Adoption (year? _) 
□3 Marriage (year? _) 
k For your first child, how many weeks or 
months did you take off from training or 
work for delivery and post-partum leave? 
□ 1 6 weeks or less Q5 8 - 12 months 
□2 6- 10 weeks 06 12 - 18 months 
□3 10 - 16 weeks O7 18-24 months 
Q4 4 - 8 months Os 2 years or more 
6. When in your medical career did your first child enter your life? 
Q01 Before medical school Oos 3rd year residency 
O02 1 st year medical school Q09 4th or more residency 
O03 2nd year medical school O10 1-2 years after training 
Q 04 3rd year medical school Git 2-4 years after training 
Q05 4th/5th medical school O12 4-6 years after training 
Q 06 1st year residency O13 6-8 years after training 
Qo7 2nd year residency O14 8 + years after training 
7. What child care providers, besides yourself, cared for your child 
in the first five years of his/her life? You may check more than 
one, but only check those that were used 10 or more hours/week. 
Qi Spouse/Partner O4 Nanny/Live-in help 
Q2 Other Family Member Os Day care - on work site 
O3 Neighbor or friend 06 Day care - off work site 
O7 Day care in private home 
T Do you think the amount of time you 8. 
took off from work was: 
Qi Too short 
□2 Appropriate 
Q3 Too long 
5- When you returned to work initially, was it: 
Q> Full-time (same # of hours as before the child) 9. 
Q2 Full-time (fewer # of hours as before the child) 
 Q3 Part-time 
How satisfied are/were you with your childcare arrangements? 
Qi Very satisfied 
G2 Mostly satisfied 
Q3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
O4 Mostly dissatisfied 
Os Very dissatisfied 
Was the amount of time taken off your choice or work policy? 
Qi My choice 
Q2 Work policy 

! 
HILD 2 
Year of birth J_9 
How did this child enter your life? 
□ 1 Birth 
□2 Adoption (year? _) 
□3 Marriage (year? _) 
6. When in your career did your second child enter your life? 
□01 Before medical school 
□02 1st year medical school 
□ 03 2nd year medical school 
□ 04 3rd year medical school 
□05 4th/5th medical school 
□ 06 1st year residency 
□ 07 2nd year residency 
□ os 3rd year residency 
O09 4th or more residency 
□ 10 1-2 years after training 
□ 11 2-4 years after training 
□ 12 4-6 years after training 
□ 13 6-8 years after training 
□ 148 + years after training 
For your second child, how many weeks 7. 
or months did you take off from training 
or work for delivery and post-partum leave? 
□ 1 6 weeks or less Qs 8 - 12 months 
□2 6 - 10 weeks 06 12-18 months 
O3 10 - 16 weeks O7 18-24 months 
O4 4 - 8 months Os 2 years or more 
What child care providers, besides yourself, cared for your child 
in the first five years of his/her life? You may check more than 
one, but only check those that were used 10 or more hours/week. 
Oi Spouse/Partner O4 Nanny/Live-in help 
O2 Other Family Member Os Day care - on work site 
Q3 Neighbor or friend 06 Day care - off work site 
O7 Day care in private home 
Do you think the amount of time you 8. How 
took off from work was: Oi 
Oi Too short O2 
O2 Appropriate O3 
O3 Too long O4 
Qs 
When you returned to work initially, was it: 
Gl Full-time (same # of hours as before the child) 9. Was 
□ 2 Full-time (fewer # of hours as before the child) Q1 
□3 Part-time Q2 
satisfied are/were you with your childcare arrangements? 
Very satisfied 
Mostly satisfied 
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
Mostly dissatisfied 
Very dissatisfied 
the amount of time taken off your choice or work policy? 
My choice 
Work policy 
:hild 3 
Year of birth 19 
How did this child enter your life? 
□ 1 Birth 
□2 Adoption (year? _) 
□3 Marriage (year? _) 
6. When in your medical career did your third child enter your life? 
Q01 Before medical school 
O02 1 st year medical school 
O03 2nd year medical school 
Q04 3rd year medical school 
O 05 4th/5th medical school 
Q 06 1st year residency 
Q 07 2nd year residency 
Q os 3rd year residency 
Q 09 4th or more residency 
Q10 1-2 years after training 
On 2-4 years after training 
012 4-6 years after training 
013 6-8 years after training 
014 8 + years after training 
For your third child, how many weeks or 
months did you take off from training or 
work for delivery and post-partum leave? 
□ 1 6 weeks or less Qs 8 - 12 months 
□2 6 - 10 weeks Q& 12 - 18 months 
□3 10-16 weeks O7 18-24 months 
□4 4 - 8 months Os 2 years or more 
7. What child care providers, besides yourself, cared for your child 
in the first five years of his/her life? You may check more than 
one, but only check those that were used 10 or more hours/week. 
Oi Spouse/Partner Q4 Nanny/Live-in help 
O2 Other Family Member Qs Day care - on work site 
Q3 Neighbor or friend 06 Day care - off work site 
Q7 Day care in private home 
Do you think the amount of time you 8. How satisfied are/were you with your childcare arrangements? 
took off from work was: Qi Very satisfied 
□ 1 Too short O2 Mostly satisfied 
G2 Appropriate Q3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
□3 Too long O4 Mostly dissatisfied 
Qs Very dissatisfied 
When you returned to work initially, was it: 
Gi Full-time (same # of hours as before the child) 9. Was the amount of time taken off your choice or work policy? 
G2 Full-time (fewer # of hours as before the child) Qi My choice 
G3 Part-time_Q2 Work policy 
CONTINUE OOO 

77 9. Please measure the following according to their influence on your decision 
have your first child. 
Not influential Somewhat influential Very influential 
“Ticking of biological clock” □ , □ 2 □ 3 
The timing was right □ . □ 2 □ 3 
It was not actually planned □ . □ 2 □ 3 
There had never been an easy 
time to do it - it was now or never □ . □ 2 □ 3 
Finally financially stable □ > □ 2 □ 3 
Pressure from partner or family □ . □ 2 □ 3 
Better now than later - the training 
just gets worse 
□ , □ 2 □ 3 
I was simply ready to be a parent □ , □ 2 □ 3 
0. During the time that you had children of pre-school age, how many hours a week did you work on 
average? 
□ i Less than 20 hours Qa 61 - 80 hours 
G2 20 - 40 hours Qs 81 - 100 hours 
Q3 41 - 60 hours □ 6 More than 100 hours 
1. During the time that you had children of pre-school age, how many hours a week did your partner or 
spouse work on average? 
Gi Less than 20 hours Q4 61 - 80 hours 
□ 2 20 - 40 hours Os 81 - 100 hours 
Q3 41 - 60 hours O 6 More than 100 hours 
2. Thinking back now on your experiences with childbearing and childraising, please 
respond to the following statements by rating how strongly you agree or disagree. 
I am able to care for my patients as well 
as my female colleagues without children. 
I am able to advance as quickly in my 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
career as my female colleagues without 
children. 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Overall, I am satisfied with my career as a 
physician. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Overall, I am satisfied with my home and 
tarrnly life. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
—
 
Overall, how has having children 
affected your career progress? 
I . When you think of yourself in your dual role as a mother and a doctor, how much, if at all, are the 
following items rewarding to you? 
Not at All Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
Feeling as though I can “do it all” □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Pleasure in bringing home a good salary for 
my family □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I may be a better doctor 
because I am a parent □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling that I am a good role model for my 
children □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I have been able to strike 
a good balance between my career, my 
family, and my children □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I am a good role model for 
my colleagues or students □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though 1 broke ground in medicine 
by being a mother and a physician □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
The pleasure of being a parent. □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
■. When you think of yourself in your dual role as ; a mother and a doctor, how much, if at all, are the 
following items of concern to you? 
Not at All Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
Too little time spent advancing my career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Too little time spent with patients □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Too little time spent with my family □ i □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concerns about the quality of my medical care □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concerns about the quality of my parenting □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Worries that my work is too taxing on my family □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concern that my spouse/partner has to give 
more because I have had to give less □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Only having room for two things in my life: 
mothering and doctoring □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling ambivalent towards medicine since 
having children □ i □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Uncertain whether I chose the right career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Uncertain whether I should have become □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
a parent 
78 
Marked 
Slowed 
Slowed No Effect Enhanced Markedly 
Enhanced 
CONTINUE OOO 

79 
Not at All Somewhat Considerably Extremely 
Feeling as though I am treated differently from 
colleagues who are not mothers □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though everyone gets taken care of 
except me □ . □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Worried about my relationship with my 
partner/spouse □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I should have had children 
earlier in my career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Feeling as though I should have had children 
later in my career □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
Concern that I have been put on the 
“mommy track” at work □ , □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 
5. To the best of your ability, please estimate the number of hours spent engaged in the following 
activities in an average week. 
Family 
_Caring for children 
__Being with spouse/partner 
_Caring for parents or other family member 
Household 
_Chores (laundry, shopping, cooking etc.) 
_Management (bills, investments, etc) 
__Chauffeuring/Commuting 
Friends/Community 
_Civic activities/politics 
_Volunteer activities/charity 
_ Visiting with friends/family 
School 
_Lecture/school activities 
_Studying 
Work 
_Patient care 
_Research/writing 
_Teaching 
_Administration 
Leisure 
_Reading/writing 
_Exercising 
_Pets 
_Watching TV/Movies/Theatre 
_Other hobbies 

. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
1. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
ease feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a \Noman and a physician 
i the blank page on the back. This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
ivelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0633 
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Over 50 years aero when I started Medical School our class had 3 
women and 57 men. Although there was some open denial about "quotas" 
in med.schools at the time, there were rarely more than 5% women and 
10% Jews in most classes. 1 remember 2 Japanese-Americans in the 
classes just ahead of me and 1 Afro-American a couple of years after 
me. This was part of the environment we faced. Oddly enough I don't 
recall being particularly concerned with this at the time,-did it 
seem so"normal?" Sexual harassment was extremely common, though minor, 
I think, and was actually expected as well as tolerated by most of the 
women I knew. Women were rarely accepted into the Surgical 
Residencies. I heard some faculty comment that women could not stand 
the stresses of the operating room, [the ideaj^f surgicaj_Nurses, many 
of whom had to work double shifts, never~bothered them?] Pediatrics, 
Internal Medicine, Family Practice, Basic Science research, 
Psychiatry, and Public Health were considered the appropriate fields 
for women. 
The main problems for women like me who wanted families appeared 
in the post-graduate years. There was very little in the way of a 
Maternity Leave protocol; there were little or no part-time slots for 
women who wanted to be home much with pre-school children. And the 
jobs that were made available (in my area of Pediatrics) were usually 
those running Well-Baby clinics, School Health programs, and some 
Public Health which are now almost all performed by Nurse 
Practitioners, regular Nurses, and Physician-Assts. Unless one had a 
specialized niche of expertise, the part-time jobs available were 
fairly boring as a steady diet. The pay scale, also, was rather low, 
and since House Officers of that time got little or no salary, it was 
hard to pay off one's debts, hire child-care, and make ends meet. 
In later years when my children were older, I was able to work 
happily on the Clinical faculty of a Medical School and to have my own 
private practice. I can see that many of us could have benefit ted by 
the counselling and support systems that are available to students 
now. I can see a big improvement in the morale of the women as well as 
in the attitude of the male faculty and other male colleagues. I hope 
this will continue to improve to the point where women will have equal 
opportunity at the top spots as well. 
Meanwhile, combining career and children will continue to be 
stressful, I believe. There is always conflict, not just in the 
Medical profession, when a mother wants to be home with a sick child, 
for example, and has obligations outside of the home. Having to 
choose between attending a child's school play and presenting a paper 
at a medical conference.these conflicts continue. This is where 
support groups, I think, and some counselling/a mentor/close colleague 
can be of great help. 
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94 15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
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S^V f i 7 <d i'i.jl. 'J 
u 
U£,*~\ o'! 
4>^o 
dlLtA Or-W*? f -A 
(~L C L LAj- .kJ-H_ / Uoi 
r* 
ULvJ 
6<-m2a 
, <v/> / 1 
/ CO s. ) w c -r,k 
;Ll o«- 
L 
Uj-V ' ll— lICj^s 
& 
cLu^j h(S- 
^ i, ^ 
is3- /^*— 
^0 rr^l/di /r^ f 
I'O^yZ c{ 
Lxj~£{ j. 
VtW-)6 <_ 
Vj<\% 
^cl_- 
I <J 
l / h} ^£l/W\ 
v ✓-I 
/ /k^. ■/'o ^ ^ /^- i 
v/ 
/k?jL_ *£iC*u6Ua 
- /N TVS ; 
/ d 
/o / s 
J 
r£>— o *-&_. 
<T 
£Xdo /Cxl^, 
P LU-CrUj* 1 ( 
Ckctv\ 
CcOt^JL C , 
Y*-*-ct ^ Ole ^ 
-VL^U/^ikk_. A*1 Lvu.ar* 
setter, 
J £UL_ tu 
/<t 
(l ^ C J—-f-c*o 1—' Jj 
(’r 'V^ 
0 L 
r , 
tejl. C^t -A oi(' 
> f /7 04' ' tvs cu.^^- 
'~^/^ t'-As/s ^ ^--7 _ • ^-Cs_ > ^ ( ' 
KjLvu'i h» ^ (. L t* dLu^\ C-D-diX-^X. j—- t/KjJ J(^ 
r 
CjuJcd^-^ . /tUL, 
S -/-c^^uc -'Cu.a^ 
£u~r" d^-diU' ^ t~d^~~^ 
JoH uj^ Zx/-<i M—- A-X Zs- 
". tb-c’L^- r-L^ ^ 
£(-yLl_X *- \'^l-\. v, 
t.6ucLcLt*»J ^.Vv^L 
d 
d^~~1 X 
~k_<_^— 
tx Haj-L- c L& 
UsJULvL*JLt^ LKs±t-*~ Lj'-u^—y 
rC- 
t~r~y 1 fis C s- 
ctk <3-<a.cu_ 
^ —^SLp’T ' 6 L/"t ^“zXccl :• 
(f 
LLsr 
C^-CjLa! Lcv 
Co~~t~ rct^A.' Csr^v-vC 
A 
t \j 
UrzrC*My 
/X-6 <^ -^du, cL^-- r-U^ ^ C ^ *X_ 
C Q-*^~ 6/ ) ~ c^- Xyu^^ir*-j_<d X 
) 
(J^ c ^=.'0^ ^•-dCd. 
rr 
J! d.L^ ^ ^) 
r> e 
dJ'OUA l' -Cu^h £ ^J- Jr>CX(.iC_ ^CUL~H~ 6^ 
tX 
^ . -L \(c 
0 
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COMMENTS 97 
3 trvv-s -5 o_ IWV'-J 
3- Ur^k ^ C tL^ja) ■ '■■ 
«e/ j>tejxa^— *=j uje^° «*. J&3^- ^ft-*-1 
a~w(. Ao g^Z-Cr'Ct" “**-*=• Q*z-*P~ t< ^o~tT d^*~^— ». Aifc£XKu 
c<<^_ ^t^rrc. ^ . Aro-u X>^- 7 
xr. 
3 sisk^o- ->■ <^vj>-e^jr -^~g 'v~'~j 
l~-& A7U> ,. v-w^fi tr ^.u^ *, 
&^U~_ ^ ^ . V--J U«^ u- 
-‘JS^6 ^^-r-* 
<Jt (U~—J W W^• J~ *H|. ^ 
tr <JG^ cOr i~-v~«_ JM- W—  *- —1^ —&*--*-& KJUj^ 
4^-cSU.^ T2L^<? 
% ) ^T £~i -- CT ^ ^ <==» 'T*^ 
"“7 
cu? 
10 Cc^° ^s-uX~ T2^X~ 
aSj^4^_c^1fi^-X' V=P rJL^JZSlt /***-& (z JO Qra^A_t ■ J- 
iSi^x>^. <v~»*r Tt ^ a ^caj. ^ 
nr^7° •* 
K^i “VS f+7i^— “-Sf® — ^C1—— 
-i(V<i^jL tfew^r S ^ Jk^^_  ^ 
^”iiUj2x fcr-wvi2^^ Q^~^- LO-©-£o^4^-~C c^uck^— 
JlJiSu^ u^ ~~~, ^ '2—<2 ^ 
p>: - _ -ol^ ^ ^ ^v JUJU^— 
ztc^— &^"t^ (f^**17 *5 '/^-‘/^— ••••• O-^o ^—‘tI*— 
(\ « _J<La^ -'_ i £~kJl-Qee*£i 
^ ^ *-^2— ^%\J) 
wv- K)cu^v^_ ^CpOtljL • “■ *v~~7 
?53fc~c Ccn^<^ — >^r^ lri><^---A, 
Pa^tH^P 
crtei 

98 6. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
Wave an unaSxLoiL o~<aii — 
My U^ba«it+- ;zr eac*_ 
bast* ,vach'c*_. X wl “«**- ^ °W' 
bc o*^s ^ uk. eacK 
a ^ ^ ^ T 
'“"WT-Lbe. bew^a 
«W«J / bavt- +“~ <xU.«L- -tejfctX'V' • 
7. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
^r4K you/ Aj^-ce7 Be uW |oa /ds. as 
^ , tlUfl^A 4-K(Uh a/e SmcKlL— 
trr;- c-< “t*- 
^ £HL uJ 5' 
(4o»jJ vV-xlcK Y 
iA/UXCiu ^0 
Ou Q_A^ 
of- 
uJ<UiX«L , ^ , -„, 
* - aC yjkfUA yOU-St WJ|4A_ 
Wo^ 3ood <a pa^+- Y°^ -^_ -^|[ouJ you*- 
■'-■•- i<ucU a_\-0+- Or a 1 l v/OUL/ 
OuwL -{VcL OL^ood paefwxe. 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Roth A. Fotee, YMS SV 
56 Nottinghiil Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
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no /y\vj (aa^^ clmJ^ (X'vvJ^ vXT l/\&\r£- ^ 
Jt -fe.db.cfc, & oa, r 
Prtw 0,di'' """ . , »>“** 
^ A,,<. u.;-H,^v w 
-k, Sf^ Lo« 0 ^ ^ ^ M|(J 
is nou) SOVOLt^ 
4^ KO-drtr*^0^ a<rin' 
*, ~ * ex— uOo^
LO(rC- ^ IM 
C rAjoAs ~K\£d~ —^ 
TZ o-^v 50 
”"J , n ^ 
jLXk- Xo4o ^ X ^ 
X SO +o^ly 
A '°clS' 
Q u/,s it xn u>x 
\(AJ^o +^1 ^ °ldei" 'or pvo&atoty 3Z ^ *• 
* . -(| ao^cUzi , 
^ -,(l 3 
,d U^elx / 
15 

46. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
TjcLiV^ aMlt -fo LD&lk' UvCoduLA- UduAS / jo^lp 
Ucfu^i h)lcd alcoies/ f^cuuo^^tjzA^ {ypru spouse/caJcu^y 
hWlfi. # 3d KD dOvJd! Iccu ^ijyyjou^ fa old Oe&UL ^ 
loouu U) qjlL (4) old ltcu9t Soryte vu (LOom Lmsy c/&i na 
too 
ilcU/t) liCvViAc< Om-Seit efeupeue Td &Lut 
Chnm Gu (UmintuJu -jinu^^^yucImv-c fa ^/diup Uss . 
47. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
falicLe 
,JS-. 
Ccu Qcn lAp> CchMe. S a sfaucppj ~huet uJ&Lfa- u4 j 
faaJ< 
•fa) a facHci iwotuML loot cDdd/c 
? O 'Ll Hu \y0> -faeocuusc ^0 kis-c facep^ cl W . 
1 (iLud. cl Uub uOytAu. dtul nc^ 
lUliM 
'cue 
_ pvc4 1)U6l6UjJ¥. \/) fa 
lorpQ^cUtO (fa'iluili/ cpxw up fac&UuAip * 
Cu dU 4b QM. Uuu ncQti '/wyu tbi'tfa net* fafavM+U 
^ art's a ltLl Cl oJjIl 4(0. lx - cfo^ . 4) i/vy. (LUUO\du\ 
^ \o~ slacdU/vcp^ ubcjit (Xacb^tluc.— vyiCVuL >\Cp Oxucfa <lr'z 
"d fsti- 
> 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
CO<~t 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
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,1/uLv W Suu ^ ^ 
tL as ^ W ^ “^4 
c/J o*( ,*D \ Q*L ^ 
^ (bid b$d "^> b>b ~ (& & % ^d>ud K0 Oom-I /t 
Ma^mS . 7?W 
I cjuk z 5LovtcL^^o h> 
^ ■ //a dc 
'J A a 
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102 ICOMMENTS1 
i3 ct %4<u-i Cl s'/" 
\a^ao i! ^p~v"c* ^ c_£ ^ c^J 
C&^ldxi^ up ^) OoUa^ 
2 —(o cf^~ (4/j^rtiLA^^^A^ —U^Wj^ . ^ 
^ yjr U4 ^ 
ojj^- Ohst chsMhd ucW ^uuaap^I^ eTu £4^- 
^ _£pa^ £^!</i HahAajC^ °Mj 
Y&<x>-^ C^x^Aju^x \zJ2zdU- 
y ft j0d)JL H/idpHce*l pM- -- ~\ vwju A/w2^ 
(^y <p,0l7( ptA-(- 4^4 £T ft ^ 
6p IomJlt' 0^4 c- UX’-Vw^ (sfti- ^1\A^1_ ‘=<''-^•1 
(Xs^ ~~ ' I^tlAj^ ^o^Jr " (aav^x- • (^ c/jf- a 'yipuJ^A' 
^ ^ ^ftC e/4 7^4 gcua, 
*£■ t ■ 
^i(y C-4X \M&AA {\AA^}$^vCfc 4-0 IA-C °f(/4>^—, 
1^. ~~ J^AMa- c\(^eK^^lv ^ le>_WL Ua£cU(Ua1^ 
4» «-v ^^ -iw^ ^ Uu^ 
izu s^f p ^ 
4V, (JUAM (xa45 ft 
/ f) n 0 OC U^^Cf > 

103 ,6. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and your family easier? 
lW~\ ' 
i ‘zs .X 4 • ■A 
(UaM W '^Lu> O, 
pA 
^^JtL wJa^J ®\ ^h/lTt4. 
17. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? (\ . f\ A 0 
£ 0^ (/^©-v^£4 y\JLsSL/^S^-^ aAy^SJT 
^Ju 
uk4 "4-5i htA^s-P Cl 
(U c J—< ~ a i4 
J4) cU—J ^ >dX^Q 
f-^-" -A-^- 
- r*41^^ 
^aJ. Jfeu. 
.; .14 v“~v15—4 
Please f<$el free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
14 
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rvl ot^ ^ 
V»J OM-IU^ * jj^J. 4» 
CUU* p^cuw. • > U 
7-^ S^om >5 Lod^ 
J 
^ |-Q lAlO/'t 
* r r,A 0hiU , £ ^ ^ , - L Afkr rvn Pr5t 0 t , ^ ^u,n 
-,,m rwule a WsW^ 'f&v’W** x 
c~,p»^ t~ A»((- 
^ (vO ci-« >^- 2t 
I I AaLL n^S'*-* 
e^K r M>r ,/ «_ ^lC/ 1/1 
° rr i-4 “"“^i ,„ ° 
«*-* iMrf a"‘i d 
CL C** ^ 
5'W^^ ' , J- ^ 
fre. M b c°" 
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5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 106 
d 
'dvajc QfjCu*(~icchov^ m (ASM 
oajl 'jom.. / 'jp+r cm oyJ^L oCo ^ m^eA CUAjd 
\u 'kTchd. /^. *T~ 
tjjf OUuMicJc ^ ^Lt^OLUl ^X^UyUL-- __ ^ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
,) JUMu mu(|wautuu«y e^no-hv^aJtj 
fih^, * OAL ^ -7 a— 
^ ^ ^ 
AJUSfLClsxA^k > 1> 'J-t'tO cI\>UqUjLW C ie> Sc ■<uJdcjf-?or^ 
p^O C-u^oo //c cAi’c/ r (o^e CL^^/ 
s' / O 0 
<^16/? A j cyOrt^s^ ISMAr^urrrUc ) ~^~£<7'^cr~rcA>lu. 6 i ){^ 
d/ 'd/j. /»? crUxj^ . 
^ ^ V^u. W A^7 <4^- 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
jL b-gia-o_ • ~TW.c-£. art 
107 
'T .(~-e. «_ ~'Pn<ncp> 
X; cuv.' >«-r . 
“VWe. cVaAA r£/r— QrV -V’T<5aSn^'iav^i poAr\rV_S ^ C C vT-tuor- 
-V-CuvnSr^u- (SpCOi*? ^C*=>) g. tCoA^ rwju. 
^Xodr- uo-iiViOui- -VtRiOn'j i d- 
. PVajinJ o-i 
^ P(a4- ^ ^pdr- fnc^- 4d 
vOOe. ~Vi raa. LOt^b '-£L*t_cb. 
0\c> — o <~c inve^_aV 
prt>\ob.w\ 
• U30rPn*| porA—V^rvvtc, 
^ oJsoo-aA -^:n<A. ^ A3^u_ocV- -Vo ojsoc'b -pU “Vi <v~a 
iyacA O- CJL^> C<J> U1 rp -\V\e kW -VKsl. ~Vi rt\L * t2^A^ocb. Oa 
-\ 
-Virtue. -^Onn -VKe fo or 
X^AA -^e_\\ouO cOOcACars • 7L. «Ae_ -Ve> n<i>^- 
A no 4r^i)S prtAoU^s. 
cxjL-vei/wfl— mart -V.rwa- '-o-Hrvv '/vX^-\_ Va^c> 
& VAa>^-a- 
—W~Wjl_^ <^\A-e_aA 
p>-*Ay ^t30 r oo^'->|Iax - 
p'-ppi<=^>~dh, p>-*— c r-«t_ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? u -U_ 
. ~TV\;lor-v^ * Vlcr^ <x\ocS«-^*- dV . TV~e^ o^2A.V t_*3C^r~VV\ C^rKe 
v S>'rO> '-e.co^- rAo rv^ ^vWa V\£si_0 \mi_etVv <^o->— 
Urob poo— c^<^\ u^Kiv- 
a3iVY10t>"^' Y'l^U'-*-*— "Vo 's_«30>rVc— 'Ocrp-O" "Vo ^O-Q - <2 <OO^eA 
ZOO OVA — aVc^U~ AbaoAr^ & Cii-^3C>c\LCLr^> 
^ro -'VV\ pou>- r'-e-e^A -\o po -Vo p*’ cb_ v£p>dir' 
t-*p Wn- rDc_£.<A - -£bo/^bb_- Ap Ccr-e. 
‘jApix" - b> <=u^> a. -AnriNfl- Germ rp Ca /"e_or~ lAr c&*-t— 
^_a. ^V^TAOioA^rv*^. (jL^Oba^sa. 'Q&u— Vacuouj_ Qji- (Wv^(\«s Vvu-obflAA - VYvDSP 
0^ -AK- “Viy^-t- -VW- \LoAjd a co -W^__ ooorv^vCs • ~VW «>ojljs 
^LirV 030ax^_ \n^ Tte 5cwiuk_| 
p\(XAA., pac-VC. • -fW-t- t_^Ao ^ \n Oo^s^Viks\(A c><r^ -A-e>p o^jVAocaAj)/ 
darker. . ,, , , _ , 
ua^ L-HU- 4-f\VL pc^a*-' ^ ^ouw" 
«-Dt_t Cl^ » . 
a -Ad 'ncua, -Win\o_ 
, S- \ _vw \rr\ <—<a_i OA W<_a —AV-fi- ^ Acu.iCO/^- l-<^v-\ooo dou. —vr^-'r^ v \ v V 
arou^A a. reVocV-u-.Ajp C^r\ 
s ^ooryo Va^dO 
»lo- ^ cA“ 
^OfVrx -VWvy^ LcJ^=> —Voac*— pba. 
Please feeiVr^to comment on any other aspect ofyour life'as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
l~] "to KjIv- 
■-AvOC.^V Vtao-o 
Z\ ypD«-" VserWA. 
^>y^-X— \fi/rvoiD *—^^30— 
<Ao oV 
Orra ^ _ 
V_i£A_0 t_OS'-trVN ^O-J-VAViA- 
S- vya<=c-V>_ ^OJ/- —VA rr^>— 
_ _ 9^ ‘TJ-51-— mv^>o t=n_>ri i=nr-x —U30 irno-oiAv . 
C-~ \n lA_5 C - *p>fjx- C- iaV\ 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Pwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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( CiniZ ii&rz. vthtsf 
6k-*T WW-* . £ wmc. <f£ »«/* A»Aner«Afetr *ir 
who ,*»T-A *(-#** s**n/***• T ^ ^ 
jti, ,<v«Sf Pet>,*Tn,U*>i , J2 *V*J Pm #*«?, ^t%£ *** *° 
bJOUL O^tfCiAn^S. 
AW £ & Men* <*£*r "v******- 
**“« j*,.-*,^, r *'“'>' 
wftt »» «- — ^ ^ "~r ■ 
^ / cjr~ /^ rP ft* 
1 f&L , fifttti /y^C - 
«7W*« A»w* 3* **«« ^ '***“ 
£ W « W £**- **“ ^ ^ 
T& Urma. Wee. ^ ',fiue rv/i ^ tiHud"-e^ ’ 
£m Co-ac you^u 7>-f/f/ 
j%2rC GcC-r 7~> Crtu- 0*- lr' Y&‘-'J> u,cf 
rfi JxSuSSk /M> y fai/tmfTZ- . 
15 

7. Please place a mark on the line graphs below measuring the extent to which you 
agree or disagree with the following statements. 
my female colleagues with children 
). I was able to advance more quickly in my 
Strongly 
Disagrep^ 
i / 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
career than my female colleagues with children, strongly 
Disagree 
:. Overall, I am satisfied with my career as a 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
physician. 
1. Overall, I am satisfied with my home and 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree 
Jr 
Strongly 
Agree 
family life. Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
:. Overall, how has not having children \S 
affected your career progress? Marked 
Slowed 
Slowed No Effect Enhanced Markedly 
Enhanced 
18. Please estimate the number of hours spent engaged in the following activities in 
an average week. 
Family 
Being with spouse/partner 
_Caring for parents or other family member 
T 
Household 
. Chores (laundry, shopping, cooking etc.) 
Management (bills, investments, etc) 
__Chauffeuring/Commuting 
Friends/Community 
O Civic activities/politics 
O Volunteer activities/charity 
2- Visiting with friends/family 
Work 
Patient care 
Research/writing 
Teaching 
£) Administration 
Leisure 
3> Reading/writing 
Exercising 
lO Pets 
/0 Watching TV/Movies/Theatre 
^ Other hobbies 
19. Please describe any other ways in which your career as a physician has impacted the design of your 
family or your life. , ^ /- ^ , 
fLyeAM 4 ^ 
'3 v&aa (e tMww. 
, JAwKU. fw# saoUfite. cA wy A 
£ lul^ 
/ 6<wn 
Please reel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank back page of this survey. This survey should be returned in the enclosed, 
stamped envelope. Thank you very much for vour time and consideration. ± 
■^ULCsjfmrciiJiLt, kd¥^H IK m ret w 

15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
110 
0 
back - .^u^p^v wu^ 
<\OL 4 y to <*<xyc^<L cdV-e, o 
OLrva^^^vUo cLl-^aoJ^V C no ai^ru^cL 
\-o V^-Vi^v VvV- cv\ ^ vY\\yv_\jri^ b A^'i-co ^ 
it nT^ ^ <1Vw^- Vfrb ^c\ w^asV^ C jA-i2J2rKv-^ 
5 cWl(W^I 1°^ CTY S^py^ 'VU^r" VU. MfY^ll^U 
fbv v^WvcXx ' y-e ^ MS-fvu^r Vt boUb b ub *' Ml P^ d b c(1 b kJcl 
. „ ' Cn-,_" ^ K . I .... A I f L,-w Lfl Ti, „ > . ir^r, * 'N WaJ^ - ue ^vwAj^ ''uav^ju^vac^I^ (frv {iklW/± -jfro , ^ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
Q) dl<SVv ’V firv -TLl *bc3i \z> l’<WC ciwi\rti^ ~ t'('& m \50'f 
tXx ■ " ^ ^ tAX^A bo^ f'ai^vUft| \s U/OctHI \i Lyu ca ^ Ab \\ 
f v, ?\UVNV^ d Vo Wt VWM <jtrr> vi^Ul ^ 11^ of rty\cMr. 
S6 < ctruvV -ro-W o|^ t-ystv-l l"U r*^ 1*0 
w,V V W« vJP w m) 
/C\ ^ . • , , , ,A tV'vj ct\A.\f>t«A lAt»A.l v\( \S <X- (y \jCTVVY-vY\H P£or\ ypv^ U^WJty- "-H , ] \ 
Ovbti \ckJLO A <-yrU C£L<A 4|K('<i ft — >\ 'winhS i^o-u ft 
\_01) ca'UjJh^ <X>'rO u^j ^ oV\\^ ^ \£ O -ui^ O & f^ rl ti | ~To 
xyy^c\vAv> 1 tUv \ foV ^ 
@> 
\vv\f) yxv\  \jsyy*-s}> N A_ c-l4 > 
ys\joy^0k. V *.Cf (X^aj *0yir\LJ< vy\j^ vOi GyXuJ \ C <-C o \ 
■Vyu b> CxAajlU c\ fix C kVvt l^\C\C cU\ 
^\<K°-^\S e \"C ^ — UcUu^- SOfv-'A icUq UyrlA U c 
r 
^VrL^oo> »y\\) o\vr«f<^ v^vVV \W l^AXX^^Vti 
U j VVl. 
c\o Vo 'e vsd-u\ rw 
Op 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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Ill 15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
x P—o- /<- Cv ^.v/v/i £ c 
[yJCo f" (<•—C*. ✓ C / ^ a. ( ^ -y / i/\ <^L: LJ cq. <- 
/—■£TW e><- ^-o 3/ oAc /-rr. 
Ai P 
£*-4" U-C 
m/‘Lu 
yVL y f'C' d-*' b— <£) 
G-uX rj-Q '7^0\_. />- 
A. y i/1 <SVJ^l f CA/^ dj 3 oPt-c^ cLtx^ f, 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
T'-'s 
7^ <33 Cc^ y- c r 
1/^7 
*a y 
fZ-<r^c r 1/^ V/ Cv. 
a A 
y- u u-C 
J 
( P - /—£1 l-<- 7^ L 
cA c-. £ ^ 
3—1 v- Ao 
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/Xl^ ^7 tM M~>? 
P 
“ft 
^U-C 
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o y x 
0L^-r ^ ovfOl Q 
a 11svJ'* ° ^ i . t ye rm-rr-lM 
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fh i^ 
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<fy\s~o 
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/-^e- ’ ~ , i 
i c O ci ^ 
y£S \chn<^ G 
C9-- v i f% / ^ °\ ' 
^ ^MC c fitp wif 
GhA2n£ O^d >(PP>^ 
T?m 
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5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and I j 3 
7 <JLo £.e. ^ 
V • /•> .... J^x L fH_Ort — hr.' . 9 - ^ 
d.y 
Q - £~ I 
1 P (<H.o^v "<~< 
jy'jj. ^ko/\d I 
^ A carter ^ ^ e-V^vj 
* 1 j fi-wx-O ~k 
,p 4 ~—'$%/ 
e^rrc. . 
16. What advice would you give to the generation of 
and medicine? 
cC-crvof ~hrxA_Ll H-.' r f C^C^-T TV-c^j ^r' p 
oiU^ ^th-‘Acx.w/^U^4s 
women currently in medical training about motherhood 
4<_ lovi^4 ^yv-c^«"c <v^e a-^-X. 
c^ueAop- ji 
4^2-^ Acp 
-ejs-e. 
j +C-4- X cc^jU. c!lw- ^7 0+£^-, |e‘5 
. 1 j/ j Ci,-wM '''~e- s'~‘^-' jcks C J ■* 
-£_j^v. rwV^X-- 
<5^ -5 «wH~7 s y»_<=Jr7 
e>4_ ^UJ4c_ 
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5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
' 1-1 ao tt\% <3~ I in /rv^li 
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16. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
andmedicine? , .. r. , 
u dhild 
|od<3Dc/v3 
ul?.// 
JtjbfociX 
„t~d.n . -there brc. -Wi-e 
tuM*' 1° 
fh-t Mild. sJiu 
£J<£Cld ouf 'Moir 
(Jiildi 
lihv>t«er o. ngM- <s 
cK- Id (jari/ig (V)IfftJ & th oo / 
P - u/ dw^i/tg /tesiGU^^ TkO** 
ojifU tdey ttifretf 
Ah, Id uJ‘d fee. I C"1 
A, 
/os-ea/ tetou*- 
Wicjlssi />e oJ/W'7 ^u- 
&Qtl</)$JL If fa & jo/d 'heuS/ng hcLd/tfs £-*/ 
J 
IttyoLbrieyt M'lO'vd y^1 d^cuL^ ^dA^oS/j 
6- rnd tMji kr Ml d’tfor fo •ti/J a-t&Jgr ^ 
tembl’L hr Wt eh, Id, J dhe/ckr^ jfan/if tetovw, 
ikb/' uiimen -huuJL. ehild.n/) in foil* ft- /Oilof- fa tn*ehtvJ StJk 
fit T»uW %e latter ueats of htudm^ a^el ki^mJ ^er 
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OitVi.. MKr /2esidkfid^ jf[&&!ni.'Du offi™ $ 
H (WY>y ton do V^iV iio^ooof't ,»(5t and do cJ&LUjncOtty 
^Vj^se. att\U\W\f can be Wdo/vrsovir>e_ A ^fcv4 
^ £oandj> ) oVSnol ‘W?S JL'rC' ^S°' ^aUl/r>^ 
^se- VVi.a^s don a\louos emsL ‘fo ddioae 
^‘3 Whoetr* bo/n^ m* pu% ^ Oit\d ^ 
^ U)HV\ sVul tVul 1 <o ^uoXi^ Gthoifoej . /M/)/?tj ^luiS 
been m\j litHioo^u &*W- nr\cu^ p r 
&W=r \n mind ^icd 1^5 »-S On tno^onous 
esp<i(ii4^ u$V\ 4c/eas<n<jp L>iCi(bn Jalai^ie^ >«* as P^iatC 
if u aUo^V +o mS2$C P'0^ a,fpQ‘nfrnsurtfs. 
. a \ n In Stxeh nnosl" o 
VfflW^r ^u5bandi, <k> OOr Ou\a)cu^S m'' v 
O^qJ do ‘dkJL 
i' _ i _ c .r\ ii _ .. .. «. i i i » «v j^> 
mwn&d 
iY\a^>r 
u\a)Cujj$ 
fo«X\ds -M co*^ l+'onvA' 
Mou^ibold oag! ^°rt5 
vW^er , ca^ou^ J we, ^'Ab c_ 
i’tian 
A^staa/AUL-- <v 
‘franSvfitfV). VhJAfi,W& hVi£. 
i 
rfnowa h /nu&h 
m in *Mu- JsuVure, 
tono^ns /maiv^ dbu <*2^ 'ofe^ 
^VreSi -hcoo ineAjsj^d ^ ^ 
Mx -haU^ fart ehlkr u)tTu)rtl && 
'jheftkrt. j V)a^n^ J Ghfd ^f)U6 CtnU 
rf){J ^4/1 ^CiWTMX © fc!/)h/lujL 
do Cfood ooork ,„ j*UL a- MmUt- ^checJ 
/UvlM duft- Olsten. -t?)^ Jon u Mil Ia.i , /)' /77/v !/J  i  
15 . . ^ ^ 
toJLttf (Mj/OoOs nn //7 ^ //fd. 
y o^/o r 

[5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
fU /rfMUnf Joe fauMy V CAU*l jkjru- /??<?.. 
LU jhtwfry- / ^ —r *'" 
fa 2 eufiv ifiUrvol ** 'hf f 
Iv4ja^MUuw 
Jtf kJ^ #y ') 
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16. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
^ ~J)0 if — // ^ 4" //Lrms/i»A,/ ty if 
JIslUl fiurruuiy 
yjl&AjL* jLfi Pwf&IU’S 
Of '7udt 
j) tyMais y fifty 
) f&t x 
) ff ^A* 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
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V-> \ i 
f 
I 
16. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
c cKa. ^ » 
XvSl5 v Krv 
s' V^O^J\ 5 ' rs^v VCjy_f" 
^ V ^ ^ - 3_ 
O- i O- c ^ i 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman ^nd a physician 
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envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
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[6. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
W <d *>orfc.' ^ ^ ^ bj tfa+S U 
aiUUc* [ju^nL yoj/ caJJ^ ojko pos.Si£(^ 4^ jJ^rh ^ 
Sjr<ux^L.-ji. t-cLj fcf ttj Os^pi/jksuuy pt~. ^coo^/J. ^ ^ 
i. c-^^cxy^J y\d£J$- fo //v iv~cc4tca-^ /vb^A/i/ty ''o^t<XA~i' /Vi 
J0^* ar^'Waj-<^ £& /Wi Ay Aj»i^O' CU' /b »w>/cl // i '^p)*SsU(j^ 
fr> /^ACtui A^XccAoviity X / oL^.(qLkjc^. /£ t\ L\SL*jL*^hLr<~ oUsC^i^ 
<xcjaj.A$b j)a^iA*Js. I a_Ao h^A*- h-oj cv^vr fj ZO^L « dlk^o^Jbiy i'oA 
rjdr Cjovx^'vuJI fr> pay^^r! • ' 
118 
cw 
17. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
®>\ 2i h^O-h*y* - Cw>c.i>i^ <»-£^v/i^ y'ocyy <x»o^oe^_ 
Cy*.. fiaiu. ld**J*Q. ^T*r Cfc-v^A/y po^<lA^\ y f- 
(MOi <y aI cW k ^ c~u&gIiu*M. puS<^<*M ootfS / cL 6jUi< 
; t- ,s 'h cAj~(c£ou& (Mpk- oMc-ju^ol 
of, ovu* pc^^jh. n~<. I w< s«^s -K^ ^ h> Uy. 
✓<UL0Jh JV\5) I Uoa/x. h> /vfiCjSWfiJc^ I $til( wo—+ ^ cl (Anihf. V****' S ^ 
o(?i/tOtws aas»^M. . 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Roth A. Potee, VMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
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16. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
SU f 4L. /d ''Y'to h-n 
cZ— C~- ^V'^S ‘—C 4> c~>. cJ) 
j/Zblcb^ o> / CyU^ cJc^fc^ ^ /C(L^ -s*^_ 
luJ~Y "- lolftw IAs-4_cJL f cou-^2 
f^ui.—- - flu^F 3 
47. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
7~) K>Wi^ ^ /i ^c-yf if (fc^ U^=w_/ & 
^ ^ ^ jz^^Uj __ 7^ (r 7^ -zb 
y9(C/c co i)^ e fUsut-j ( e 
Csv' l uJ^t 
h^\ dcjur OuxS <>~+ ^ ^ 
r 
</- G^^y(' C<=^ji^ ~ ^ 
0\ C&. is~i c) o pG ^cXO J *r (s^-L(J-i G*—c f- (7^ Us<JU?^ 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV ^ 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
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16. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
120 
Ucs clean, ^ InouzaU&t cU k£LLp C hub ) 
m not ocscjUt 
bovrs -fo justify affya. j 
L\aUL^ q S^p€J~! t—c ^vctf_i2_rs'^ ^ f polf\M^ ku S t)6^J 
47. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
I had. ^ |£<- a,. result and in'll faz.1 ~kjc,hu abtjui 
leaves h,m for so many hovel. voononfr- p*/?-hm* ^ldu^ 
vv\d£ d kas sd io oc> cusfyt. as c, +. / Q(^jl<~ 
kai n>^5 to hahj^ Ck h(^i U)n& TM °/ resi&uiuj. irfiyvJ^S/ 
fVM* COVl he_kc<£cA (f- LjOU fkei L^eru/ 11 10$iCAl clocKn 
W\\st A d£j2,p d&i't/'-e k) pc\rCvy{-' 
Ok-Ike. (U , ^cUrCmC , flf' (2ACf- (>e^kM3b is 
^VotCukOL -fz> r p*kf-fl/v\JL J ScTHaP (fy V'vvy 1^*^# N'v fW2_ 
IausiwjxO (X Sec+°f- 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
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J. hai/c 5'/zL^et/ -J~ /o <J 
°\^ f jW/o dcuyi/cArs u&rt , + havt. ' 
J- 5 ana. VW ST tUodiJ ns/ S Jo m 
itkJ* 'fhdShJjfk^nJ * Mt '*■ / 
~T JsA hof /ed 7° p6 AdiJJ cJ<rd. 
^ -fall ffaaJ jcL >y> f /^ a^uf 
AcJl/'ldjd SiJrjjjf JocUdj^cA?)' AjiS^dJ/uju. 
^ TyAfjML job o&uulJ hai/ yyi/sjd ^ 
As CMS desa//sft<j ^ rUyuUct 
0 ' <• ISY16TC JJmAJ /nJ^nAJi 
/' (Jill / 
■in'ri 
/ 
ASJA WLAS/ JC/t\ USmIAJSSV L/ l l/u/'(,r c cm L_ y- " — - ■ /'- 
47. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and At? -/As' 
medicine? , , /, ^ 
U(jUJ 
ZM AAcU aaJ' 
A 
HslmlJ Jso a-buc-hr y\ chmiVy 'sJJs'ou 
ni\L JJ You- OcM -h ha* <C SOJy (y 
^ W <L ifO^Lj) ^ 'Y nfXrttf ^ 
fyvt bjbks, r&oicLncy my Ay 
ju 5/vit rr/ ^Tf//5 *f i opsif&An'csl / V^e- hyf.hj Jdy^do cT) 
JcjJ tiOflVtL 5ypcdf om 
r / / ^ / . 0, ( J//. /s 
CoUAC 
”k — 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
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orv V £ccA >r^*r<r>or ^o-j 
W'-v-V <=*- pk>t Sl'c.Wrs rb 
J c'b o prfoFt-S^o^s 
rv lOO 6li 
a.v- ^ 
_rbt ^u-eb'd +*> ^<>Jr P«^~rs 
r K <y°«*.r+' -H- 
i:v^ A F^'V 
{jJV<~r\ V°' 
rr\a-Kc 'yoJfSe- 
<\r-C 
if 
£>e^v<>p 
Ckcx- 
5^f^rV 
3>^:ur £< K-/«xW o 
i-tAp s. 
> F p<=> S» 6] b 
,P 4o b'^^K ofT <x v4~ri> afr 
A\\<w ^ 
,. A- fu^V- 
v<7^r O-r^r 
I » 
■XU_^M\ be plc~t--7 'f'~c 
nTNO^r'^-l ' .., yl.c>L^^rcJ' lr^~irj, * 
. . ^ -t^d ^3^ i°““ 
, , . cu:iiA/v ^_.'V\ be job^ b~v 
qc\L£. . 
r>oV ^ 
]x_ rt 
p<Ce Vri ^-rsA" ^ 
+V-e ^ot^r 
rA.'V'M 4^> j 
b-A" l V" C^d~N 
i/- c_U\ )■ L^k t- v-/0'— 
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5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
©More ^ rw^rer^ — 
etc of*ro£ 
^ U tkocV€>rs C-^oueV- vUvj -*■ loo°/t 
4p^^- ^ QDflcJ^ ^ 
0|_ 3. ooi^r^iV^ rvxov^v 6^\ - 
16. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
®IA^(TM aW, rrXv ,(T
®CUooS^ s 
(51^cce^k' 
lo 
r^WvW'S'^ 
h&ljO' 
n 
Or i.^0) 
rw cxrvA ^edr&W^j 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
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New Haven, CT 06511 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
/_ V 
VXl- y L:S<uJ// 
'rJ^so L^Uy Xyzr~i )~£y ^ 
124 
A>, I^CkX^^p/c. > » 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? „ , >, 
/-^ Ar/ 7 
^&-yy^ * / lV £>yyt & 7V'1 <^vt_ X X £>Z$ ’ 5^: ■ 
J- 
TU-jz 7%^. 
4 
o-£ 
7 
'lADJz cTVl-=> 
a ^ ooi/~*~ ~/£-*-£z-c, yy? u. 
rf" ^ y^r-f^y CL-Ji^c L / -C   fi^iP// 
£yh > ^> . 
o,-t— JA. j*. 
£- . . 
7. ;7V 
JZZ.cyr^Z A VA csh*^‘t~~-s„ 
U^zz " y— " "T*~T 
^ /y^u/i piSffeyX Ll^/c^ ^ ^ „ 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a phys fsician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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,5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 125 
rclA^T^, 
Wn ' 
ji J\jdU \MAlfl-ldL kdLo ut~ Cd'O-S v4 _ v_ 
Itft do M^iqaJL, i~ /?z(kjp dtig&U Cl) 
Tb u. <L 
kh^iA* c ~Ucj ^vLiL '. -f " 
f JdjJlita A^^/ci/\^jyu Lui^d) t ^^y£ 
f lAfCi^ Uhd( e/^vY/ dot t^cLJCu 
cbijlu \/—/u . 
8\ kttH: H Juii mill U>iu ttnJIJIsIulhml »U -^/K- I'lsul^ 
Mmat io s1f^^ **- cbCuic^P dfcdu-Kj i tiHv- io iihctz c 
Im /l^h^ (jM^ sf-uuj-c/uV'U^Uy aia.drM^tMuir etc. J 
\6. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
M-jajJusK64 '■ ^ \ 
t uule C.L, i ■jd?Fad£iii-ll 
u „ Pjj-ahAj'imcjl i W <% u^Hu^Ue^X U^zr^'r., 
rtJt^L a&fM* u*«r$» 
t>u ua^t M~> ~ «•■**#■ W&Z&t 
, £*%h~ tu^t^r M *' & "Vt r& Ia sUaU I'M- U (\ aAi3fl asS/\VLsUr'j2 ) , -^dctrd- 
**•■'*“> 
Jah\!) 
pM 
HL. 
O^itOK tu^uA 
<l\- 
A hM u m 
dl'L 
£4 ./du d 
C t* tl4'U'J ■ 
j c~£'>o jd u-slojl? 
PI * ,x rlease feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 126 
a cJuJij ^rcrj) ~ 
AMt( ctusuvy iamj luMko^d. cj J fad S«Jpf>cr-f a^ur^ — 
rvuCUz j oaM /vu*u( [ l^tx OjUv^} 9rru- /^u> frb- a^r^j 
fv(vMy Am SiW/w«^ Cn'■**> <? iWw-nA. 'W 
<r^). J kv (Uvjn^ty far / J ow CUVirc 
l\f-0-4 - /XA fLChJ^C 6-4 &lA4sd- 6ui^d ^k^-cJ'U UrLA ^OfCyiMj ^6JL T^-cj J 
^ tau/ llA^ CLcht/Vj tXdv dAAS^'yLj 7W. \w^jL ^ LOTHL ^7 
lW TlwJ>£> oLoyu^ ^ / . . 
om rvftch**i * AUDI'S P Am Ai«v - ^ A A <OZJoA 
.*>■ W+*> SbruU^cnf vtyaus »*SAM. f) fW h ^ ;! 
^ rt*A<A'ur Cr*\cj^ bvAZiw^ (net /n J> 6^M i <S> 
46. Wh at advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? ^ <fyoQt.y\ fVu/£h lAfui^-e ^ojakju invite x? ctd if- ■ A-*wtfe^ 
il^t ac&lcUaw'x. Uh^rLd ti rti 1/ irt^j cUl d^cer^7~ ujiJv^jLy^ 
tztky.'yy< TfY^-C, tO thL i^-t- (Lajl.'SX fnr /teTf (jJcrCku.Y^ T- /aJ ^ ^ ^ 
LAfo^lcl uJY^jL c9'W (AjvyVtyJ fL^yweP^t ir^ 
M*wi *> tkjr «- pz^F-h**- (ov ^c6C /d ftvxpMrh^, covyv^— 
rvuKjtit eUo bJL a. ^4 Ajul^Us! c^d '^tepjuj so,lz -!a_ 
iS^^vf ^ Ac^ /vn^ 
tfW, Hal Y*Ai UoHUMu. J <UJL«JA. A ^ 
OAt fraad pa^Hkt^L ‘So Av. . 
Wi/cJ/ /w«AWi ^ y^eb tdUju^y^j 
Ppd ftaa.fi i/A fto-Y qA<0 ^ ^ fHyg 
Voice, M Vaaa hjciac bf UjVU &aM_ tvyo^e, — AtLiKiU-MtCS * a lof- 
% ^OW ^ «. laf-tj_ 
op^barah^i ^ UW? f° ^ *' ()bAX / i WUL*. - /X /a^kxv^ ^ 
^z>lS. v '^1 fijuid ho k-£- J ^ <5^ 
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cJ)_ ■ 
cUP<J) A~Jl 2-S- ’TU-i^Z^, [jc^*', 
h^e. Jl-frJU^jzj ^ /7't^*^r' S~'~T 
« < - A Le^^c^uO' 'h^-e-^~ <=-P t-e^aza^ 
-&r^ ~fU^ S2X^^- ^^77* 
/> 7—^- 3 7? v 
r^z$k) ^ ^i / ^ 7-^7£j^ 
jM^~spp IP'Pi^ ^ 
cJ^tA^ ji ~~ AyJ/JpA-u* 
kz^O^ ' n L<rp , 
^7* ^ ^ ^ j^rira ^ ^ r^s J77 
' l'L f r a . W? // TkaJ'^ ^7 
^ ^ /- A— ^ /^LA ^ ^ 
^ / / 7%^ /U2^^£ 
4*~~ -7 
^ ^ ^AW7, -f 7- ^ / 
(Pu^P p£L { 
15 
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15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
/flip ^ Uujitno^ 
8 £4.^ fiyk b Uwlc 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
T hde, io ^at ^^ cbjlweo^ 
do bod that W) ofl] Zoo M CUJ- ty-PokOfLo 
/fr bait te i) hot haw- d'lct^ xj giffp cr/ 
Satie M fa ^ -fa\ 10 "n ckl(C> 
id X Gn. bsit d fil> typichJj OA 1 hd a /CCiA^_ 
X kwO a c h>fa 
X yetiVed* tldl dfa fa (?- ^ L XX XlLfaXX 
Qci/dJlji! iShtox ivy Sdh ti&A <P&S£lj. /h&LA / O-dCj 
ft&Jtn,' kt (cul hofafa 'fa?*- X Xuu- qa III ojaX 
olok,. d U**a [taw*cbdlfa thea. U-ua-- 
14 $ * 9° ^0/ ^^■J[ 
Ucju^bs i^cku- Xh WfwJ 
ofa facile -|WA dcfaxl UtXuX! her zkfa,-^ 
phyftt* ei^<dUdUt\vbhCYX) 

15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? ~ 129 A 
\fl o\J c*~- v cs\ J)en<^c_| o^' C*~- e r (?caU'< <9_ 
^roe \?(X*- c^lio>rVev ^ 0 
. / .- .' [ — 
. Lo in r rr> <>_■+■«i'<n \ 1 e^c*-e_ — *_ \ui<^ ° 
6c>»+tl OUJr~ 4t^2xia_^ )TT\^ ' 
2 cV\cSl~ (JtVV^XV ^ -S' y *"5 
cdUc* ~ S cV>0 ol ^ S-(L^ ^ 
^ jrcViooV-C X ^oy-Li<^ ^<*rex*«-r 
Vv££^,s. uAa^<- ^ elvxj2txCitos^ - 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
CfOCA. ilecX^C ^ Vo^^C XAjOJl+eL*^. (^clc^X J- 
' x o 
Ou,’±- <— M£+- / JU'*~ lou ou^ ^ ^ ^2 
1 ^ (Vi -. -Hhos^ 
em 6oW^ p , 
—- i oon 
/ 
cAa^^.sS 0-i— 
iSv^€__ 6us4r^v 
^v~r is~ YT>t5^r\'V^A--S. 0-<S— V /v £ t>\ 
- 1 — 
Ou, H "HX* C 
) v e_pv^-A 
lifiihex*. W^- XXX- 
t nopcr 
r\ 
OOjt livXLS o-^ SL 
'TCcVv Al S  
0 . 
6A_£ o<xr 
0y £? v-^rri o n.S 
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15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
Is) CL- KjOsUouwi uJ^viD Oo Aj©V CX_ UOCTvL-G\W^1jX_ f* , 
2) A Cd,vvvamwu<IVk ojdAyvA^vxjLa3(^o + 
. AXxk^OJk^, CM Oc^e/A^V-A (xJ 
CXoV\j\JtLu GAA10v>^6^3 p(W\^Ui>W-, 4o u)pv\/— 
£)&oo GW-^vs AvCvC_ IsO C/Va— hc_ 
\AMyu_ oiCiaJiVAA. pcJtvJKO-^- 
voietr 1 
>6. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
Ti/vOr Wv)Uy (Jnk^pO *A(X/v\\jLg) “Vo qe^vjv- 
j O&vMxW. £>OKJW'dfW»y Co 0^)d\Av-jJU^ RuO(VviAn^j>v\^ 
VA/v-vDxf\\ov>-\' CW^-A ^V-c\J A_\r V>A— /(fe> ^— 
. V^ujy ‘ cku^ ’ uoa^> stu^hioil iaTW*— 
\ -VO VjJOvU— Q0aJo 4v-<_ , V?oV 
Vw£>3'>CaJa ^ CLAiL. u£Mjy 
OJiWVn ANA^ P^OVVVnMv.LX_^ O/vCj AOaJ I MAAO- o_ 
vjOAn 2~ 'jrw^^AL cJaxIJ ^ u/Vao cdU-o vjuca/W^ paM --W-a I 
"|y\a -\t> Wxa^, ft (fiALviovllVov ^vdl\r iaMO SdAnjjlii 
4 cWv ^oP 
^ -\q V$- OktAjL. -VO Cp -b ^Wa ScJaWIs < ov^ 
L^}, V^os. \ dov^r Ui^o^s 'Oc ^ , 
CXan " '' iA^O'l(W^ - 1 nAuiV Ua_ kUVo? r, 
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rtD (fW^' Vn^-^ 
/ . ' Co Us*^ •* bdr ^ 
/ v l^W 
■«, -«< 
Qj^aAU^i X) 4-W^ VKAyvw 
^ — 4^«W ^ 
^ 0+w ^ ^ ^. 
A ' „ i/vmkj\ 56Av£gIaaaa- 
i/^HAA , QkjJJLAT f- 
,-. p Ccvwbini^vo, 
UM- '^~ • ,. or, -j-lJlAJL oajl_ 
r ■ w^ °X , ___ 
^^3 6 ,1a. P^O^-0 'j pow<A^ 
. , ... 
L H. UaM. ^ 
rwj 'ftrvO t'Axrf ^ te 
01t)^ ^ X 
st»=u «w'rv°*^2A Awh OMl . 
, ■*- Ael auJA AAlCH 
-a u^oAA A «*» ^ A^,+ **0 tc V(p^ 
cWt f AZ * ^ 

i 5. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 132 
(4^ ^ Ujtdo gJ- ^ hid Isd 'Ju/ugL, <41 C’U'ftuL- 
[byiXUf^ UOtfk' LoU^VH- ^lULuL Gttce - J Gid2.il UllUL 
dJ <?Jdl inO££dtifG *■■*- tvuj i&Ll4jLSjfat--t4tK 
j> d*L£J^Ul&, • ' 
! (Hmug sl&f - 
Gertr (uGwnn. l 7d C-MUA* tuUUf hu^UtrtUzdL iu^h, 
--a&L k lag &tu2 cuU(; L^-Gk^doUdL ^v^'/ , 
p LU jIvUsiflA . y/ui Jidc-GL Jol&O) ^V-^t UL±0 (jyid > luD/Kd LfjL 
jMo • 
6. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
(1m feti^CL ridi y fiGil ?J cUjz a tdti fo <z.u 
/j^jhQh£^idxA (J/UaJ2J~£ h/L (dCXLdou^h C>) <XC2 //Li JUL^Ci-ft AJ/.ij'lO yt~i <■ & t U-Tu^i t 
&u2t\ j /VGsCLU/ud Ltt^L tou3tfeddd0<C a 
L. roh.ru fktrtu.1 Gi*: juit Uirt4 / 
lug di2iMt/\JT diuLildGU Iu&jma, yhdi&Lj *141 Oud 4^hf-td£sud£ t+~- 
ybu iMlflUrt’ JVl/fr/^G b\J fu<j2 / E)UrtLs L\J>/,c4dUd-f^irc^ Li 
/\JL^vu/ fO ad tf'VL LGt^ £ ' 
JhiqUiM QjIcCjlaJ) <2tUl MCtAil wa a ^ cuu£~ yvu^6c cd^j 
Oidu^ 1/ldO) I/UL^IC 
tf/pLL (22/}l ttytUfiAr* fi'/i fitUri ^OjjdtH td~yd . 
CM^U lArtO’)UuA.\xmL dc&i HU-IP air An /2u^ jdjiUnc- by 
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15. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 134 
f-jrJL ^ a /zc-vlV 
aJAju <h ^ff^4 USTiJjz^^ 
Q rjJL _ ( tAA-J.—<fa 
s 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motnefhoOd 
and medicine? 
fiuiA- 4b" (y4_ 
!■ u/^<^ <4^^" • 
„ 474- A ^ °ft^ 
i^f M**-" 
4 
CLCaA L V# VC*~ 
(2^£<-4xJLJL4x^1 
7 
.JljUsV^C-^ 
Qa^Jj^d^duZ-- 
/ ' ' ^ for*—'’ Pt/T 
, .,0° 0 0 H "U^ 4 <4J 
4 U* r~ 
^ * r^7 ^ 
^AjJU^- sy*-A**=> >s^^« 
44^0) u 
('fVlA^. ^ UM^L ok^JT>4/ 
\f\Aj\i<jL4b^t4~ __ ^ idu44r '^4er* teMt 
[yOuA^ _ 
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XV U/ (n2l ^ "XA','/J ~^Tr y"1 ""U(/ <T""ir-> i- J 
^xm 'T / Vi 
l 
y^LO 
■)£y\r*- 
ItJ <zJ~^ 
n ^ 17 / - _. \^yc 
, i / itr, / ., ** ^ 
i^tr p ^7 t-i/et? ] A 
. „ i UUA. 
-nx tx ^ 
^ 4 ^ , <*. . 
£ CTt^T- y ^ p 
< > c‘~rl'U^ < ^ /]— 
I ^ t A A 1 H'— 
,t~ a A—' ^u3 ' „, 
f-— 6< L^ cA'A* 
T- ^ 
h‘Yn 
IfTY) c ^ ^ 
-to. 
~ ft -^$3 ~ c 
^i., « oUtiA ttAA- 
M »A*. IK* *~' ^ Ta ,, -Au,aA - 
■ / _/>A <^A -^/£- I1 3 t 
^ /^z? j X 
, AaJ\t^~ + fa ‘■l'-s‘[r"' 0"A 
A cT X UX^J. A'V^J ^ 
Ho<_ v-p C*Az( }uvt 15 ZS" sl-it 
t iT^y 

45 • What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
a m 
l/l/l LA /X 'fcTz/h'uu C ktC* 
136 
5* • 
^ j$ ] pn L*j 
yvur\< in* cttAiA 6* i”t ^P d~J Cm h UJ* l 
lj(/yJ<(p{ \i wt W\t\c^L Y\ <yi* ~ 6U 
lOXjj , cty^A-tj^s U^u- inAd^yTPP<d^s A- ; 
dU'A / w*» HtT y*m\ yn^A - - 
/.wf.-r— Lk. M< ^nr ‘ 
J/lM*. U-jp <r/TP™. t~. A j ^ ** 
^yy\ fa ctc*xJ~ Uu C o^ry^- fr*™J ^ U&T~ IaA^^ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
!/i>~v PCA/ 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
\ ^ ^ . jT U-XCk'V^W ^ \^QvXj~ 
^(y-v^s. ciAy-vT. X cify-ool C^~ " Y~y^c\ \ A " ( Va.^ KJ In. O 
(2 £X/UC a C_P v- \1\_£l/kl / cJ^ cl r civ 1 ^ °v u 
[rj. (gL_ — ) ^ - G~t oL-. 
C \o CT^-J- -P IcKrv^ Y~> (TYT^ t- OVW <1 /\ I S cr (PL^-O 
V~>^\ u nti[ S <nr^ <awV)i ch vj /ov/$P>6Wi J 
CX . 
CX- ^ OVv-A /\_!L CS-CdPrs c/[ V cA W<^ 
y-vr V^V-^\ <L ^0-4l (/vJr>h- CxJ\\^ 01^ C P> L-G ' 
U$-e/1-£_ (J V^t~^ CanA^vxt -/L$j l<ax 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training aboutmotherhood 
and medicine? 
\P>0VY^ ^JlrY^\ f\jC- £^&SXtsL-d V^> I VT_j^ - 
cx Varv- v?*aT ''l ^ 
.__ * ^ n , , i'TV,, /"v? M c)^~>v ) c^Ajy~^x_j 
Vn^ /u^u-r vo TVc^ Jdv* ■+ 
j? vorvu^v CKdvW- 
^Jkvw'j <f)J ^ 
C f't-'V-K 
J^V c/jozs 
-fVu=or TV-I f=^r^ c' btw^A. ^ TW ^<-^yaocyvc. 
_ 1 £X5jP I -cd <r^ 1 P —^ (P-4— 
"yp vj cVi . 
4-£_gJ«L ^Vo ^O^V><-y /\-c <*-b P^MKZvl 
^ OO <"7> d V *-V_^ ^ —£? (5 t~ <P) T~~ j «^X-4_ Ovj lUc 
J/j <^0 CP^06- V ^ <vx? _^-Q , ”TVn. 
)/vic1Io cr\^t^> CTVu^^ 
UmP C/P CVL^tv> 6-^ —- (rC~*- Cav^v 
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9 V ]'-2~ OnT^ k—> OVT-fl- 
j ,^0^^ 
/^''^-V'^-*- dl-G^V- 
•A^c^p^ ^ ^._,_r<. 
atTTlvi^- cvW 
c^vrav^A, TW a ' S>'^oJ' ' ^— 
*-v—> 
\ 
//{K C 
IaT^^ 
\fo-^ 
^^t^r-cO r^1 <Qr>~ 
k-u^ 
<- «== 
, c/^ ^ ^"v J 
3j.aVV.el l^> T 
or^ru 4^ CT H <:'c-t- 
tcci_ yv*<^ <^r^ 
__(’ <rv i ^ U=> A^-l^cnr^ ^ 
0 JVor^t^ U~*^f r^*t -T^J— 
^ ^—n *_ l/s^7~is sAA~\^~r i 
(AJ—c—- CAi-^ 
y0\ Cr^i 
^ i ^IV^— ^7 i ^ 
f—'T k'^. 
'j ^ _l^t- 
cC 
_< c ^rrs 
U £'V'V'\T2-' ^ • r 
^ ^ *_ u L>^J<P? trv>-^ r2-^l——' ^ ^ 
k^^f>v'T 7 ' " V=^^Ct<r 
s>^ 
15 

45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
g & c, t £ 0 ^1 ^ 1 <0 £(- 
139 
-a-e 
, , 7 
kuluo^ety W-« i / TlttJr h H“( /. LtGy M t* 0, p y, 
S o'CTV\ • T^T‘4 f Cx- J? o t \A p IS-ux n. 4 ^ ^ ~t~-* Ur Lu* i/~ S, *{~A L- e t_. c_, 
ItSSLi 4 lot for, i-x'PU1 5»c'4 achZx,/,-* 
5 <2*-^ 0-f. £r*'.{ 
-Pul{ 4> %jl leJO^Uyx. u-ccjx-yx 7" \ yo^ux^ ^ ^~ 
lu-luiP^ Pi™. U-JxnL J}'xs 4v U ^ h cny /-s 
dy _s~o ; . 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently^in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
U ou. Cclla. JU> kofc) ijocx 
0 £ Sfo u {ju ///< irj tl<s> UjcszL^ 
dj- Ka t<>i ulCj eLi ljt \r*e la * lu^( jo bou ^ ujca. 
(Z) A -fL/f- ■/< /U(X I'l n y /S Ustn-fQ ,(--1 & u-a-^ j-p 
/host of- LfC'<^ Safety b tL* ha\s\\A^ 
'-fb \r 6- LtOP 1 In < 
3J 6Ulfi\r ip ire s>s 1 cnA ctJs apu yt< air^ f&trciL) 
Y\ a \,\ (A (-e 5> — JLcruP rm/^f or\ /w^ctr>J±r> <^aa cj>/J 
"* J A Hi-S 
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COMMENTS 140 
Child 2 page 10 No 3 and 6 
My husband was drafted in the Korean War and 
training for two years. Our second child was 
stationed at Plattsburg Air Force Base and I 
during this period. I did work part time for 
keep from getting rusty. 
we both interrupted our 
born while we were 
wasn’t working full time 
an Ophthalmologist to 
Page 12--42 a 
What is ’’doing it all”? Life is full of choices and priorities 
and no one can do it all. I love golf, but I probably didn't play 5 
times from the time we finished medical school until I was in my 
middle 40s. We chose to practice in a town where we could live 5 
minutes from the hospital and with two people on call at various times 
that is a necessity. We didn’t take vacations without the children. I 
had in house help from the time we interned but never live in help. I 
think the women’s movement degradation of domestic work has taken away 
a huge work force, and I sincerely believe the children are the worse 
for it 
Page 12 43— h 
I have enjoyed bridge with a group of ladies for 30 years. Been on 
numerous boards many times as an officer. While the kids were young a 
good many activities were child related but that is true of any parent 
mother or father. 
Comments 
I thoroughly enjoyed my medical career. I never felt harassed by 
peers or professors. Ophthalmology is an ideal field for women because 
in solo practice you can pick your hours and work only as hard as you 
want to. 
On the down side our son committed suicide at the age of 18. I 
will never know whether my working contributed to that, but I don’t 
think that any parent can ever absolve themselves of some guilt 
feelings. It certainly does not matter whether the parent is in 
medicine or any other profession. 

COMMENTS 141 
1a 
^P^7, 
y^pT? 
\^y 
^aTk d^7%£ 
„</ ^ „ _ ~L jy&yzz^ 
i7y^J .y& 
flV- - -* // 
'a^uz; e^cA^v^^, ^z^iAj/toX^I^ 
^ ^7^’' 
.Qy^3 ^ ^ ' ■•'-■^'~^M^2^ 
'TznJc~y '?'# s? — 
7 

46. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
\tU 
Ujpui J&2*f 
Q-tk? 0 
/L/^ * ^>t/ S&AlX /k&eS-kS&xs 
yiM 
women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
142 
V 
47. What atfvice would you gi 
medicine? 
other 
J am 'j2*4Uf —. . 
imjOzs 
XXtXo tXXky, 
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143 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and your family easier? 
► rvvov-e. kou^ u/T>^ ^ 
. y\A•. V*- +■ Se c^rky^eA cLsi;*s. Vo cxia^-Cw 
<^(TVv^^ Cvc(Lj, /\J2 I—t_4 LJ V1' *-^ / /~Q PjZ. 4_tvc4-^ ^ 7^ 
. Jr A> ^ A- a-, e ^ p^ectr 
|ga ^ «_^v-—a ^ ^ ^ jr K uj 
iy o-P^s-w lets >Vv\^6)|o ?v-,^ tf- Ujf (Jta-r*- 4t> pc_4>‘ 
. tU, SU...I 4,^U^, ix(U*L*y, *A*. 
14ay 6vol* f-t !<=*-«-• cU- <^ aj2,6-+- o-C H-tv.ccr^ U ^ jr k> »— ^ ^ cj A,— L<^ 
CL-O o-A £ , S> «-t5f 
- -- . - - • ^CU-<.-- - — - ^ 
C0^» (*? U *\ 4k& (c_ 6^UoL^ ^ Ov\H^4- oH-U^ 
A/(&_ixiy c-f 4-^-l 4>^-'»j>x ku,G<c'^-€- ''^ '' (-*3 I'fCv V^Vt- c^-^<^- ‘ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherttood 
(q_«^o«- S-Ae 'D<R_ <4-4-6 
°T CaRj 
and medicine? 
t /\ Sp> o\^c£~-t -e 
^ O Vv«. l-j C? - CJ2-^ 
W\Jl 
^LL' 
§ r cA c 
(^ 4t> o O^V-- 
- / (\A ’ Ht ' £ s A 
<5^' 
S_b Uo^uu Uf/culic^. ^v^^u '-'-3^ 
pUo ^o-r^-.K- »5 t~ ^ y^s -4- ^r"c-p 
Wv ?a-tvH ^ Aco A A o^A^4-^x-*>r |-^ 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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148 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and your family easier? 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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Ik <>ep kocu tuoc(\ A(me ette^y 
clu\c(rru\ fake u/p bvf~ / coasn'r'pre/faryc? dr ib and? J<cf« iT 
P^ctOf-f UnCt( do duff hocO VYl ucdOT~ a /4^ TMomocc 
thcif- UJ4*> • ruofe yocu^e C(n{.e tcoUlcH k<%o<? h<°(y?cP, 
U)^iA "*y K(C?\5 JJ?P? Y&O'iCf Ou? oven? yst ^ 
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^ f#/ drfrf/y dfi/uA MDiuy bud dftc'fk Otf^ded rn em 
vo ft fakess hoay token, (fs ffesr fern 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and . ^ 
your family easier? 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood^/ 
and medicine? 
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46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
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hrrjIjL a Lmyt 
OJU& ^ 
/ LC V 
t 
U^U^O- 
it 
bc> 
i {r&^ 
)La-q 
0// 
/{(LA ^ 5 . . j 
a t uP (Tv 
"2(,Py 
■/c/ (rP I't-UUlU & Cy 
Ly^ ftL«t o-yd y "“7 j 
Va to /o , 
l ySu^jA'l-&~lblv^Q (Aro etC^ ll CUjJ? IxLL^Lfl—is 'l.lyA- ( 7 
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WiA^ v^eetU b^r^-f^ O-a^L 
t{i^-oh> \^J)Jr OAA^ aJ^n^Ar C^-^bL-b ) ^b*' 
ox_ A> +tuA ^ /” * 
V^ l^tZr- dj^Jbr^ t^v^- ^^CKXCci&~ J 
t<^.se, <^>e n^v^ aJ± Ur? busm** tbP^ru^ 
^U*~ d^>JrVj^ *C^-£lcL &*-** ^ ^^jJllL 
**- 
£ fb^-P'S ■*-« 
*rr*L>rn L^m 
\Jn 6- (J J ^ 
VKeM4^ j I ^u^t^vce 
^ v'^LcJ~yT-^ ^7f f ,-r L 
4" 
-bfrcU- 
^2^U ^ 1 

157 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
^§0)4 l^otb S? Vk^ cjj^h^ , 
f\ vIiq * d ^ * 
Lcvier<^°u{ 
•fK^-V I dwllL , , 
oP ^r<k(~ - \oi'- d 1 ^ G 
frwAU-^ch/e 11 n°r a d 
VJPd o£* Wp^ * i_ 
uW T 
46. What advice would ycfu give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
andmetoe? ^ ^ ^ h*v/<. C^\U^~ ^vc /O My 
V. u«. &jx&f3XS%; (jpW/ (*. %ri(0us- t«W 0/t ujosk.rty "do^ 
uJ'^ ^ an 7 ^ cJ[\j<j Qcv fci ASouj' 
v^\ 'd 
^ * faciei)/* 
j T'Oi J) 
a 
/fh ^ 
'A '£ e^o1)Ooa/A c^a'~'!C/'r . 
pr<kd)i^^^ co I , fyllJ sj-g*. I ‘Vv-.po 
,^0f a. ^H^d^d^LUf)!^ 
j . c^yj-t id oTni of J ^v> ^y. 
"h> rCtV ft>'bSfa-bvrb ie. 
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45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 159 
0/0 AA f 
J) it ou^o h> 
Cj2^Q /UJ^tur^ J lAtfouJjL/ Jjr<v-J> 
c<zlaj— ‘ 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
(j) £U 
o f 
grejctn'i^e^ (P/rLefo /yutl^ 
-fvw'-' 
rn > fl / ryU^n 
JUtfjtot <h OLixd^ ayesf- / 
,/ljuXL, (h> ^?rzjcTn? Uf fttV'1 - j&Yl 
(p0 yi 
. -- ypd fpajl&l LO~dVl<^- / 
5 dL'te lljsyyui. ^'oy^- 
oU 
— f~ / 
Lct^c^zjOu^ 
-tLjksZ£ t/n 
*** e^T , 
j <f^ft /<§)^eJ fa> (ca-vsw- opvJ [u-iyOLc P> 
A V/ Orttf XCCXff- J^nUSiafair^ ^ ^ <pt^ fa 7^- 
' q/) ^-fafAJU1 'yui /dT/'tW5 <T* ^MS) K/eLs UPUtf V^-2-- 
i, acceft -fot so cp£^t 
/Q 2e*tumJ J$&0 L<JZuU~ 
fop fpASW^'tfoj "t lOsyfe^-StMu> Ct 
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n n J ^-l67V— /* /, 
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/ / V^ ■ 
/vt.:y 
Ay A 
*OAul 
J X 
t . V y c 
;/ /J5 /-' 
„/« yyyy 
/4 
/ «-^ r/ . r* / y C tA / 
-' ,/* 
■■; pSc-: ' r 
S 
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f / o c,k(,' s f ‘ 
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161 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and your family easier? 
syvuvL+ 
(xMe- A ^u^-<2- Mup -TZm, Juo^ — 
&&ujLdL o-C^-&-\A~ <JL 
/Uj<JX-**-J£r ~i^- 
/*-4— 
6. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
jCL.. . + -4-, A JJU& tLb— J >&LtsL\JL--' 
•yV^JiLUy^. ~ir h-^ji- d-^oju- f 
QmJ^ ■ ^ ^ th 
CAjMUjZ^, O-ujL . ^6^-, 
y/mt/U-'i- ; c* <& CJry^/t/UJU^/^~‘~Ji-*~^-uy\s~ — </- 
j^UJL -tu^ . 4- ^ 
Z^1 ^ (f^L£^L 
j^W- ce^oJ^- ylux^ (Asr^s- -t-*- ^C'y^ji^ vf ^ 
'tjr- 
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3 *-%’-o- QsvJj-vrr^ 
XU- (iUtZ)/ /M^ /*uv- 
fc_ syv^JL xUkj^ . OU» -A^JUyu- <^>JZ 
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ckXAs-4--^-*-' U- Xc'-&Xta-~ 
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*» ,o^ 'f?w 
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&^jL^c&sbJL lJ ' ^ 
,-!_ c«.L^ -^OUOL^ UJki^-' 
/—- v ^ f 
X^fi JU4u~- f ***- 
/y^b~Ajy~-- 
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163 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
ytuv-e ^ -fd cy>-#~d/ - - 
diA-tLA—^ 
-KudP ' s(jL4AA~£ 
S~L- eXJ-A 
c/ddc/ A /£- 
_Obd d 
i/ 'dd P° n °S m 
j OL^—-ed ^ IswijA- caa? 
— w' f ^ w *■ i ' v • , 
JLi^SpI w^IaucU^ kJudlljudi 
cal training about motheripod 
v ^ ? S^-^dXb cLfrZ# AJO~T Z&l^lLa ^y/~d.Ia-aJL. 
>L judjddf-tudi 'i^exLfL pD (J^y-e d^jdbdyj^ trdl. 
4o. What advice would you give to the generation of women curreptly ir£m< 
and medicine^S’? _ 
QjjdidL 
V.^JQAxt dfid- yv^ULud (^ 'j^yJLcA^ ddddu^J dddd 
\J(TT yUlCAJ^-d j/j 7^ jJU(_^ ^uddd 
(JaJlJoL^^^ ^juy^ (ued^dJ jy^t-dd^ , ydyd 
CrY-JL ydydJd d ^ 
J/yddidy\- df~ dy-J-Ay-Q- cdd^dcLAJU^) j ddxyd ^c> 
^ djdL*JLi/-@ ^__ 
Ajodld^thyd' 
0 7 17 
-yduus^ yyj~■ 
-l^uct /<^U— , 
dichZvV [jUrf&yJU ^ 2h^r 
. C^uvw ypyyd ctvl dkdL. 7 Ad^ddy^uUp CLv^ 
_ 7’ . . /y o J. .dr n JL^ riMiy^rfd -A^vl 
rn-$ 
i 
cuddy 
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£ CLimA Asi^ /2-^~yi^~-^ —-^— 
kyiJbu CtA 
JO 'Ma 
-^ya^-ajs cl^JL —• ^JAxji Jyy^x_sAj^^ 
*- |40i/^ - • ^ (Uyy^ 
7 
-fLut *{} tJx-JLjxJt^ --^q_j_^q^_£ 
lXj& CKAjA' O^JL yvx^&^iJL 
^X^JUaJI -TtUx^X ?y^iTi-^_ j' 
7T< 
yv^- Jv nvuuLt^J^ o^vl v 
^vs—^ C£^vk— y/j-s _AAt j2 
0 SYsf X 'J—f l SI n vL i> 
/ VLAUA^Ax. 
;<~>LysJ2-J + 
CsCl 
^3^ QjPnsiA^dj^'- 0^ —{LjIaJIjLkJ^ O-^aI^a 
4h~tct~ /s ^oo-Aj>st~ ^-e2^p o 
} f Jk-<A^aiJUl—- -nssASA^i 
ajJLjo (Sa^a^ -TsAft Qy^-J aLzalJUa^^ cUaL sUa&aa JU 
^jAyyAcj-^A^ / yQAPYvdLtx^Zsy0 
'~fA~JU-s^' ^nxy^-AADl A^p^lsAscn A»JtZ^ < ^ 
- <9“> jpyA-Ayl tfyCCA-Qyisi^ SI JX c, 
-<Uru 
c7 y^fry^-CJT)^qJaJsla^ 
(^jLl/ALJy^lX^AlAXyJA £Lvv_^( AAAjA^^-<yC^^ 
^uz~yyi . ^r— <0 ^^aAAT' J2y~ 
^X<3, 
mj^. wsua* /-y^ 
.—7—L J A j+jAua-^ (b Ms~t AvjajsA^ v 
^ djb\ 7o AaAAajA S^T-C 
<nuts 
AUAAAL &t(‘-&LO yCOJ^AA. 
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tiJe&u IrtCut-te & '« a (fi'etcl^'di ^ ^ - 
eatuth. h^lo, 4o 4&U OU& <*u fat* Se^ 
jikiacd. ^ ** ^ 
„,i,*v $**£ ^ •w*»* - ^X^fzr9 
My L ~w»5. >, -v*~ —, '*“*5/' 
MGfku? 
^ c*rfa«c^) MU*>£ >X***rt j>***J- 
cnsS ) 
x ^ *x ^ ^ ^ kae6 i ^7 ~ 
woAt fa, zrkmt almufs rfie^TjMZ fe abk~fo 
q^ji ous--e -itou, >i <H£ Splv^ ^ irfc ~ <*fol 
A0Mw /( fa Q  ^ ^ 
rfaj U^uj /^ iwea&j. / // 
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166 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
A+ 
K r TTmw. k \ t c (■/ i \ UV-C \ i M ~ -J. 
he v-G'y Lc. f“0 rf lc f l j l.of ^ V '■ ' * ^ A ' C in' (’"P 
+0 rw- -'v f>ctb ■€ m. f- 'j ' k , f , Q,c f- ZL" cO 
V. / 
QAlj CAJ CJV, Cl (7J^^ qL 'Tifloct- pw^l A'i' __ | 0 
jo 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
, V W' W'» J 
"TKA H / M, 0 ' H ' r' ^ 
^-cy SW v u\ p' 
0? '' - ^ * V 
t v • C^/y'-e •aH-Cw , If 1^0* p.~. ^ 
AJ ', f%L \~ (A M y. . 
0 ff Ci 1AC* Can rep-'’c* d moq 
LAj ( 'Py 1 1 <- ^ fo t y - ! 
O- 
6m Wo cyw-A r^avr- 
j j 9v 6V1c- 
Co 0 v A—’ oC (/v* 
m 1C. pi'V.> * f"i -* ' Cf M 
C,: f-hiAp/ . . / ; " ; 
CT* 
U r a (1. - 0 ' ■ 
n ’ , 
' V- 
-7— '. 1. 
'"i< W y~ 
■Cw 1 C c 
> 
1 
Ay r- ! , r 1 mi 
i _y 
vC. 
| J 4/ C 1 - 
ka- 1 V. z\,0 f At'/' lM'0. 
CiC.ciu c v w 0 ‘.-6 >:•' iv* - O 
:( ' l) c [A v'£l vt, N, 5M. Ao*e- (■ M>w> *», r or. «;. * = 
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*-4Xo c l*C ( 
7 W vr ^ 7 uJ 
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a ci " " 
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vj 
\'. ' ' 1 ‘ 
» Tw-t’-C 
! jo'-0/ '-■' r 
i • ■) : 
o 
c^ ' , X^c.’C/^0 
7 XU 
-1, X 
o>. 
V/\j <iX-v ^ w£)4>' £tiM y^» {o ^ (l/l 
{17 C-M 
a. Of out-'1 U ty'vV •■ X. 0 . 6 
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168 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
f _ P^a^Mvy\q uOcrtk_ (<4 cx^t\ “to \pA£cUcr^ ,n cWi 
rnruz^AuJt^ MP ^ ^ 
IT~ tvoOrvii- COA£_ 
Jlc 
cLsyX£> . l~laJ a. I \Af - HA 
^TeA . 
•H ■ CSV<,c'^ 
\r\ A\fi.tfls<rWrcK 
TV u3cast'-+)^ -fc ^xTZ 
S^UJUtevv^_e^ "K^, 
AAA^U. as 'pOSS; 
r^^'c^UMAcU. 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
rVs pvotpcib^ys. l/y2izljlA H"0 ; 
r CVOu‘ v"<2 <5. La) 6iY\a.v\ vy\my\as- Aodo'C 4W*v\ be gy\$ i-f" 
(5 
riHVUss cxboU i^ouA, -GuV 
Qssi 'sv) - Uw^-U" lOovkj Hama Is 
VYl OrfJUSX 
OAA (vwp 0 c rV ^uYv^rhU f ma^ 
-4c A^ AA ^D'tf C0UAS9 
[aa<> £A CrfxJjZS |/\£ 
00 jfi\ 
j 
/ 
^ oi' l{ uO&ll^l) lodl' '-rf CK 0\ArtV\OA\ 
^ W>t/vq_ lyOrhVs o\ lEnctr (tUa|c! 
ll0A VcAe^U^ '[ /tat £ COU^SA 4W , 
O?^ f*»X ^ 4DiWl 
p&A^uA W |'-f s a^sufAcA. "lWx^ ciovdr 
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A~££U>L. 
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/UUuif- <^vc u^> ^yitoUbu^ C^dld^ -& 
^UUtbrUA-L, yyUy, CAAAJA 0UlU( dl COaLA' 
d^AAO^W. ^4/)-r^£ j^p dJU/\97t-C Up Auy dUt/iA-C-^ _ U J2x£<2^> 
ijxM bldwv UOla ls\<xud do GlAlJad^rC & 
tsi? itibY) It tfUM AUA jUOMut j&fo lAjtUA-Ld^ C9 fiAOtUjA 
&f BA ddOtt; Cd)CAji^ ^id] lA^dyhddd) —■> p^jA^x_ 
■kddMa>/^ ^ > fysJ. Q) urtAAtJ oMahU-' pa^rid do c^u 
I)6l£A A> (AA-tU^-S UchtT^f d&AAAAA -2, yyUAy (j^ J 
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f^U ^L| /3 cL^ ^ ^ 
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M |}jn -e X<m x A iO i 
if usCx/ld W k^-J f^s- 4o ^ p? f ksicl^ 
j^_Q_J2_i-j (/^y^" ^ <: czJUsu-si c, -L UJJL-, ~fy2L^ l^o J) 
‘ ^ £V- ct °^~ (A.X 4^ J (uV' f totM , 
15 
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r 
O 
A clu awcw^> &r \ J- 4- w4^ ^] 
U<xtw'<X'VAwij i0/vY^ a ^ 
0)Cps/fts.a . -b .pi^rsiM- 
^x^tTcr3'*,^-^ 
iVv^ M- “f X <sU*-. 
“"a ^a ‘^'‘‘tH Wh ? m A uUbrt^- ^>^~ 
aWl wm x'"',‘“^ 
aa!a*>, ^ a^ aaa^«7 
x h f ata- 
‘A XTCX « r ^-x'‘ 
Tm*^‘ ^*1 l 
^jrj) a i%'“m a. i 
sWp^5^ w ^.M4£r a*a^s' 
aW>' it# 

172 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
Z -/La)/ 2'm fi*/Lj 
icm*? v pLi>^ p * ^ 
f0 vS^c/ <51 ^ ^ ^ 
cAol^Y- ^‘/f ^ 
tooubfa ^ A* kJuj n 
Lt dsd */2c/; /)t La/i y/fACt J) loin l po^\ /■ \\ 
U/tyiji Of£o 
7? 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? 
/7U a. ea-ieei tW 
dWj ikxj W M7 2 ^ 
CAt foe*) ~ «-J- *U/*> ^ ^ 
/„ -^vW ,i cA</7 c<u*( »'''*> wt p 
c^uK, 5/0 XfU^d- cl /W- job, ^ Obiiltvc /io 
O^Af^UU, fM,oC OcaV^. <Loc{fif>K+n~/ Al LLi// 
pJU\SLrOoJ} Aj^LCh, £7(2. //ouj/Ayj Q /vc{/uH<q An^dblbd c/yu^ 
Yo yv y?/ ^ /f a^, cc^^_ ^ 
i0Wj (j 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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_ U>kl 
2^ dL Qi^rO^rvt^UL- ~AcC/ S> hj0*0 'lv^" 
/u so fh*t S)ca^ sy 
mm JOV0. Ho****-, 0 >/ Mr^b CvTO 
JWxdy^VrtT ^ Ss,tfiju^i a- Z^oct 
phuiKtto^ , p^iiMd V rl^-ul 
Usi I) CissAj* Cu^hS'iU’V v M s<x °t Copi-?_,cl. 
*£juzjlto^~^ 
pxyr'juMo 
sfddr/u^)C{ K on* OUlQ1! ltj c&o COr,^k6 
.. /7. . .. f) smelt Jo! IfrJ Oil) 0 l'CL(L ^Q£M-Js 
V 06/uz/j 
0W<- ~ 
(lisyiMrf/d-e^A,- 
(jyuL jjrvk b~n) 
L /if^Z 
**cU/ 
<JuC> 
,u^' n 
Tr 3e~ ^oZe«i 
i, try TA a. 
4 ^ / Ja.V (<UL «^U <W, 
^ cV7 a/CT7^ ny Jj V 
Cj,-U/<y/(W C<#-t7 Mx&dj.t[ O-^ CfAk_ hoists 'ALc 
syjt'/^° Met to ItoM "«nL y^pcp/aoL yu_ 
pbJ-psrlu/i Colh'Mfi^- " 
\ L>Cm\U^) bJ CoA^haJio^ 
/z7/^ 
/^7Q jXp /7/^yaj^jcq! 
crj 

45. What are some of the things that would have made the 
your family easier? 
balance between your career and 174 
4 6. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? t r , j? c/caa^ ^ 
(&M c*MAfL 22el ^ 
^cT caM^S 
JrO dU* 
cy\suy' ut ^ 
Jwy--3 :2 wW Lf,u- 
*****> 27 2-2 -w-. 
, . ^ * 2 2v - r*4*. 2. <7sa?- '22 22 2*^-€ ^ 
2 , ~ 2^- .2^, 22 
"6r 
7 ^“^2 
22^, 
(^yVl*sd>D CXT 
Pleasefeelfree to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stampe-^ 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and^onsideration. 
<9C2? ^V^jlc 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight 5treet 
'•*» Haven, CT 06511 
-665-1129 
H 2^ 
" 14 
C14L (2fe- 
*$•£ 
/ ur&stf 
, id cX&jX'vr 4o 2C24/ /^nJ-h /^7 / 
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of- ¥-***■ ■ . , ^T/ ^u/JL y^ - 4^' 
W- H^y 77**-'JL ,t *. * 7, “ 
—*77 **• ^ 
i-Jbr* , > ./ , ^ yr~ 
^ ‘/u^yT& <>■<* «! 
IT . ,cf UtA ^. ^1" *oed 
tf »•* tSt *« vr £. 
ttoL'h «“* „ iMTy 
>7 777 ^77 </— 7f 
,o f<- ^ f ^ * Ut^ 
*r g£ X^® 
r^ X.ucr - ^ ^ ^'r^~ ••/ 
•®‘r -<% yi-s i£* £J?. yjt jsf© ir 
•C&tfss/* ‘"" f c/\a 

176 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
Jy c,r 
“/^W^J /La, >^4^^ /> 
I & V _ _y 
/i^c^Uy yL^v-i v4G^ */ # l>'nr^ ' 
^y/UsM^ J ^ /-iroc^rrx f "* 
iical training about motherhood 
7-i/t 
// 6 /w\i r, 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in med
and medicine? 
Ud^, J 0 yruy^,^urr/ -w ^7 ^-^7, 
• </A^W >y /usr^z <Y~ 
00J.Ur^ t o-i J /-w* fist 
l £ten* 4 7w^ A. ^ ^ '. Z^/1 
-nujj rlt^u-^ J / M. v^y /j />^ 
'^fr' //ML^ /2^ufr^Y zVyyt ^~C'J,'~C* J'1^ 
H TyW^ />W-£ 
V'j-JsLsirtY XY^/^nvU-. cl^C ^ 7~/>Y ^W__- 
h (l/rvT0y*y^*-/% y7 frfr? f /V /tis-*-^> X--t^i 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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<U ^ fa 7 
i,' 06^^' t-^^i. )fas A ;w<- fa Vy 
}^^t_ - ^ fa tivrrrtprf &*■ ^ 
fl-CTT*-{ fa/Kc / tUctfy^ dj^tv ^ Ufa^ y*fa-<- 
^ clt 'jfat fa ^T^y (J J&L- /^fa 
fa# ^ 
v/ /Wlo /V> A> fast&L. US^ d~fa fY^^A. ~~ " 
fafarfa j4 . fa fa^ A^ (T^ ^ 
TU j^t yU ^ ^ n 
InJs jr^jit-L- )%£*?, jUJ1r£ic74Tr_{sU Jr*-> /&— * ff' 
/ iWAm »^*wi /^G <7*U* /Z2^1^4 A*ffa~ y 
^ ^ ^ '^tl ^ ^ / 
' ^tV 
jh^Yy/L, ^/Vl—' 
/Ur^^fa^u^ ^ptx^^y TlA^ ^ Cslfa-jp**^,.— t? 
'Tt^ifa. tc, /l£~A_srr\Jjis2^ d^fa^fa /7YY~csfu^. fa C U-f-tS /X^(Mr 
V ^ 'TA^jruAj' S-stfar^U fa ^ 7h^ <jj^'fa^> 
}Hy /y^W .fa /> sc, jfau 7n^/^ y** faffa^ - ^ ^ 
UsLfr~£*t AC<> 7 ’/J fa A fafa Mf) <A fa/^^r^r 
f ^24^z^u >£/\ 
fa-fa^y faufa fa 
Ufa' j 
\*fa/iU»-> -r- COjr^Y. 7 Ufa- /**fa tfau/ M / fa+^o^1- Uuufafarty 
Ufafa*^ pfaUc/^Y? ?Cc*Aie /t^>— Z7 fafi-^UsUy/ /)*—i fav^c ' ‘ • 
fa, hJ cfa^ 'fa- h^L h- u / ' j / \ , . . , I i*sO£ 7*yj ^yt/^ ^ p A /2-plnrU p'^r< A/>^. / ^W< 
-4fr , 

178 45. What are some of the things that would have made the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
JX*7_ c i^UXtlL) 
r 
OuV, 
,//^6 
- - ., / .,. ~ „ ,.^y- <»-« ^ ajt“ -^8^' 
* 7IU^ ^ r' 
JvU^A-). e-tunJik f^cA-uf. 
, /I -/) ’U) CA'U.-. ¥/^u h/'IxjLJJ J-JAJKO ,J/ 
^ jziz 
«4i#/ ^, r 
/h^J U^U jZtAlrptrJ-^ J2V- ( - h / 
46. What advice would you give to the generation of women currently in medical training about motherhood 
and medicine? , 
0. pff Ao/ Aft&fyt ^ A. /wMt-v - te/U- i-i^ , y 
^xL h <&> i**- -iM- W ^ ^,- 
f #*■ ' e5' 
a/ 4 ^ ■' ^ " 
^ *£c ^ cfiibtuLf «t ,&e ***£">' 
<wC? £#**- uVr*^ ^ (^) ihZt.U- 
<jp-7/^ ^jZtLisdL 
njiA'ete,, -*-?. " J'^ ^ 
^ y*~ f^> ^ ^ 
^ ur-^f^^n -■ ir^ ^ TL-e 
• •/_ ^ ^// ^ ^ 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman and a physician 
on the blank page on the back. The survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped 
envelope. Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
Ruth A. Potee 
251 Dwight Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
203-665-1129 
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g) trdjA'adZ ^ (jUA/yU *" 
d&uP, a M<t UhuJ- r*rt'frL~(i- 
-6'aJ- OU^ cl-U- !> UK, 3Sfu* X~V 
7^(V «• tf*> (V u^> ^ ^ /dC ^ 
^f[}j  >, cMJ. 7^/u^ u^MJcA* ~- 
^ •f^,i*U ’<*s**~^ ***4**,, *>&<*' 
frjtg U- y£*/ t u^n '-t 
*) ftUj J2^fa\jiSsl/^(?t^ A-' ^Ubk^'b CYI /^/v' ^ 
faX 2 «/•«* ^ '*$ f**^ ^ ^ “fa fa 
^ j^jjf - 
Ma. '}tt'*-0 ^ J d* jy "(UU/jl J>m^u,y-7U^UL, 
M u, lit J*- - * J “*J.. ^ 
J. u*L X tux -*-£trf * ‘Zfi 
J I 1 . jLUtA^H* /Ti^li'^JU- 
<fejpif/*e*Tjv*s ^ ^ #" Cjj jL* 4%pr vilify ffl 
\ , /? A . fa&vbut ifa ik tvj£/au & fif&Mp .Jusp /n />ukt fat 
)£+**" 'yfat w.. *>IM,- ^ ^ 
" UMMX f> fafafaS ^ UaX ^ t^ ^ »U t*4 
r! tffa**. «& w-w- ^ 
^ /■ ^/K ^ 
6^f, 2? £.2 
<-cniM~ ' ’ ^ ^ 
„J- ^ L^L! &utd*x^ «&- *% naffxuwii. T»*f ft 
J&%y" ^ - ^^^uUtrvuw!t ^dCt^f " 
r ^ 
■ 2 z' - 2 
,u JtfjLM***' 15 
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( O-C far*’ /» ^*iAA-t A 
0U—{£■ Ci. JLuS^%d is*r\sr^^ 
/ C-^^t 2- (u^wf c/U/U^r***. / / 4&. sUU^ t^Us* ~tUi^ 
Sc* Or\ f Ot A cma-<m~ i uM* (X. i+Twt Um c*tia J C* crw» 
■A*^t i*vt^ /"£ * (U.Q*S Q. ^ \*~y />~s V; S^As^C-J „ 
( ^WO<o/ IAa-*tfU* L* °f/& liAj &\ 6^A4^f c/JU*0 ^v/tV-<. ^)6*U. 
/L /Ov^ 4^ U*7 iso/H f^w 6XCtXSj ( U~ 
^vcJr-t^U (cXv dXX ~b ^ns^U^e fUU c ^ ov A/ 
*/"> \>r**j * * * . 
U*. <K T^/L^yo V^ h> 
(yUttyccnOisXfj f{j^^Up~J UUoU cL^y y\J\ hAss* S*U\ a 
oUscS wiW ytvkt^h . 
/tccUuU c C^vvve^r 4"*t* /U Jl\,h r*M 
. r OUsvi - / »*MC^ C-JjAAS^f ttu. W^OU^ uJtfWJAS^ 
CA.*S«St tX H <~Lt *JK<> A^tT jhASlS?lAAA*y tU<L^v 
(jt\s*4j£/y$ -— bt-*X / /^t*M/w fctv-c Csnl^ / f (& hj • (As-£ Ur 
iyOoyit iS>b(c cr^A ^Jv\jw J^cT^oe ' n no ^ 
cme't cS^tcl <^y(Lu^ 0^** tL**~ fOr,f i/ tUn. 
Y^ev,U^ - ^ b^ta^o. I cUJs yuuJk 
suAl ££W ^ X^cw»e .. I e/^'-f fo*jj ttej ih IS 
#,«; ^‘oU wrA S^f^tbtJr Hr*. 
“ Xs* pktscds ' CrxdjAs+ tC * O di*vi n><-S Vu^GatC XUtU* . 
/)- 20 Uo^v cXm^4 *«*-f Uf Sl*-qJL/> 
• ' 
dll (f^ « 40 . 
6wjyM-^^ 
^ Oy-^^h^^jtiy if) CUlru^^OsUr^ > 
1 LSsUL sXJbS- JnsO f ^ 
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18. Please place a mark on the line graphs below measuring the extent to which you 
agree or disagree with the following statements. 
a. I am better able to care for my patients than 
my female colleagues with children 
b. Iam able to advance more quickly in my 
career than my female colleagues with 
children. 
V 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree 
t/ 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
c. Overall, I am satisfied with my career as a 
physician. 
d. Overall, I am satisfied with my home and 
family life. 
V 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree 
n/ 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Agree Strongly 
Agree 
e. Overall, how has not having children 
affected your career progress? 
\/ 
Marked 
Slowed 
Slowed No Effect Enhanced Markedly 
Enhanced 
19. Please estimate the number of hours spent engaged in the following activities in 
an average week. 
Family Work 
10 Being with spouse/partner O 
0 Caring for parents or other family member 
Household 
5 Chores (laundry, shopping, cooking etc.) 
$ Management (bills, investments, etc) 
^ Chauffeuring/Commutmg 
Friends/Community 
O Civic activities/politics 
0 Volunteer activities/charity 
^•-0 Visiting with friends/family 
School 
2 0 $$ Lecture/school activities 
^0 Studying 
£0 
O 
O 
. Patient care 
. Research/writing 
Teaching 
Administration 
Leisure 
^ Reading/writing 
^ Exercising 
O Pets 
Watching TV/Movies/Theatre 
^ Other hobbies 
20. Please describe any other ways in which your career as a physician has impacted the design of your 
family or your life. 
I become JUurwd «wy y 
OyuL c^r&r mvry low IrJirs of unrvd 
cjm&w ^ l/A i Wotci 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank back page of this survey. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. , , . 
a-£ cx man. i pirobabW 4 usirul beor\ b 
zonKiMAt- ^aj cure&r7 lJIo +d decile 
or O kcore a -firmly . u 

46. What are some of the things that would make the balance between your career and 
your family easier? 
Q f^ha^u'oJ obJ.bj iv ^ jumd'vnoJ ~ ,n 
, -A A*?.& <a/> // 
0 ^ to e-*—* w oaAiu Ljo^eA to. 
Ctfvu^'clJAa&Cy ~nm<*4, 
(T) sA*>(m corrvrn cJfc-S: 
182 
J\JoAL, — CUj f>Ois> + ±- ou-v* &J- imc'~rr>y ~t no €. cj- COOrk 
/"Va^t/y >! &of/> oax Cqjujisi - Lu<lclL~igt ^ hcu/vnj cJ\> !cIsusaj> 
Wdl Mjjpnjt'co^y kodcvnCJL QCxALLu/^Osrru'lj/ - 'McW toa 
^tyoWdr)£\ -(.C\ Sy11 cn -CCly-v'£/> oJ/truJ- ojp^> /A ■£ ^>>0 /o/> <V) wW A) 
locMo cm AdjUsKny f>cwmteJ ps>tCMht'&. )Qa./*j cf&A Oti a eoc «-C 
A adorns, 1m J^'dj k*t ojyvr\ da* Aio COU 
^Sod ^ SoIm /)t»oS. /“cn ■efcOAT>ple./ chosr\£j*> firm's ^yt-t cMA X ^c>r" 
A CMhaJn Caua faM\ooay ^^ A jpQ.'tj-uJ -fhcuro nmouinyt nox.f- cloor- ~fn 
a daytafrj ctmhh i chaok ■Me sirxi+-ffmrt vAg hosflod . 
47. What advice would you give to other women currently in medical training about motherhood and 
medicine? 
CD Con,t- do if- o-lhnt - /most- hoiM. Sf> (TU/ZA-./o thjUi -lonm> ty y-noml^l 
•voho cc*rn -o8cW U/Uh \/q\j daily OVnQf V^e <*r\ Kpj cfec/ 
j4f*-0<Li&rm s • 
CincioI Jo ad(M Tooteljy. Jkat ujhi/z -yov tidily A^<xx^>Jxdlp 
oi 0 io^ - Ao-ft 'to.y y^jjAh ^ UOA. oUj de^LUiU *- -Wu «vUui ' 
je^o£U^r>y , lyoill c/«a -STO o>> A -s/d-uu^/i . FloM u>^ud a A 60 c/ Cm/JUA 
-OmJvohkJly ^e»>W 60^ -rmss /Vvy.^W 
CW ^n^Aodamcy ^4* Ycoo t*W chUcUi^ ^ ^cx^yl ly 
y'oa^u^ , oLh^s^adaxA*><d ±>y ~*t " ^ c^»>+ jL^o^ct d 1 
~fx> dcvtloy ^oJoyb<iA, CTnQ chc^Jd "VI oJ- ^ ofe. 
^7) l/Jif! (rt Aa/>d Vo -^*sncH -mdriforc uj/io hcus£^ ckilck^Y) i~ &. rmedt'ooJ QMd&J) a*rJ 
olo t'j- UM.ll - com, looiU/m^ cTO^S'C/^ -rr\eol'C'ln • 
ootAiy Ccmttvm&ol odtrxjt Wic £’oMcjcd yS/7re e/oc/c. 
Please feel free to comment on any other aspect of your life as a woman 
and a physician on the blank page on the back. 
This survey should be returned in the enclosed, stamped envelope. 
Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 
v <16 aoad kmG. 
A^or^m : TAjai Ruth A. Potee, YMS IV 
56 Nottinghill Road 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617-254-0833 
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